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Murray 'Coat
native
serving as
Kentucky
GOP head
By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
With a hot Republican primary well underway, the state
GOP has a new chairperson, at
least temporarily.
And you might recognize
her.
As interim chairwoman, Gail
Russell will 'head Kentucky's
Republican Party at least
through the primary election
slated for May 22 since former
GOP chairman Darrell Brock Jr.
stepped down March 1. She's
also one of the state's three representatives to the Republican
National Committee.
A Murray native, the 52year-old Russell is the daughter
of the late W.P. "Dub" and
Katherine Russell.
Growing up in Hazel,
Russell remembers going with
her parents to vote in the days
people really only pulled one
lever. She credits her love of
politics to her father, a former
Murray High School coach and
teacher.
Decades later Russell points
out that if there were still levers,
there would be two used.
Murray is represented in
Frankfort by two Republicans
— Sen. Ken Winters and Rep.
Melvin Henley. Then in
Washington, there is U.S. Rep.
Ed Whitfield and Sens. Mitch
McConnell and Jim Bunning.
Oh, and Murrayans helped
elect President George W. Bush
and Kentucky Gov. Ernie
Fletcher too.
"I'm really thrilled," Russell,
52, said of the number of
Republicans elected to office. "I
have to pinch myself."
• Russell left Murray after
graduating from MHS, but she
didn't forget her hometown and
the education it gave her.
In 1976, she graduated from
the University of Mississippi
before going on to her law
degree from the University of
Kentucky in 1979.
Specializing in bankruptcy
and creditors' rights, she is a
partner with Goldberg &
Simpson law firm in Louisville.
"I do attribute much of my
success to the education I
received at Murray High
School. That's helped me all
these years," Russell said. "I
was able to compete on equal
footing. If everyone had the
kind of experience I had, (the
state) would be higher ranked in
education."
Growing up in Murray with
Russell was Jennie Barker
Arnold. While at Ole Miss,
Russell was in Alpha Omega Pi,
the same sorority Arnold had
joined at Murray State. Just two
years apart in age, the women
have kept in touch.
Before morning to Frankfort
three years ago, Arnold, 54,
worked as deputy judge-executive to Calloway County's Larry
Elkins.
"Gail is a tough, smart, politically savvy woman and she has
an aptitude for fairness and
good sportsmanship which I
believe she may have inherited
from her daddy," said Arnold,

•See Page 2A
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Churches
gather to
sing for
good cause

SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & limes
Taking a page from Bruce Pearl and Denny Crum,Calloway County head coach Scott Sivills is decked out
in a Laker red blazer and shouts out instructions to his team during Tuesday's quarterfinal-round game of
the Girls' First Region Tournament at the RSEC. The Lady Lakers rallied past Graves County to advance
to Friday's semifinals. See today's sports section for more details on last night's contest.

Libby fate still uncertain
By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — Former
White House aide I. Lewis "Scooter"
Libby's conviction capped a fouryear, politically charged investigation but did not seal Libby's fate or
resolve some of the lingering questions in the CIA leak case.
Once the closest adviser to Vice
President Dick Cheney, Libby was
convicted Tuesday of lying and
obstructing an investigation into the
leak of a CIA operative's identity. He
was the highest-ranking White
House official convicted in a government scandal since the Iran-Contra
arms and money affair two decades
ago.
The trial revealed Cheney's
eagerness to discredit a war critic,
the Bush administration's policies on
AP
talking to reporters and its strategies Former White House aide I. Lewis "Scooter" Ubby walks past a line
for dealing with a crisis.
of photographers as he prepares to give a news conference outside
But the case offered little new federal court in Washington, Tuesday, after the jury reached its guilty
information about whether President verdict in Libby's perjury trial.
Bush was involved or whether he
authorized any leaks. Defense attor- House conspiracy to protect Bush Plame's identity. Libby was convictneys never delivered Cheney or adviser Karl Rove from prosecution. ed of lying to cover up his conversaIt also was never explained why tions about Plame.
Libby to the witness stand as promDeputy Secretary of State
"The results are actually sad,"
former
ised to discuss the White House
effort to undermine the credibility of Richard Armitage, who originally Fitzgerald told reporters after the
former Ambassador Joseph Wilson, leaked Plame's identity, was never federal jury's verdict. "It's sad that
we had a situation where a high-level
a campaign that resulted in the dis- charged.
Now thig Special Prosecutor official person who worked in the
closure of his wife Valerie Plame's
Patrick Fitzgerald says'his investiga- office of the vice president obstructjob at the CIA.
Libby's attorneys offered few tion is complete, those questions are
details about a supposed White likely to go unanswered. Nobody •See Page 11A
will be charged with actually leaking
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By KRISTIN TAYLOR
Staff Writer
United We Sing is more than your ordinary gospel
singin'.
Different denominations will bring their musicians and singers to one stage to raise money for a
local cause.
United We Sing will benefit the United Way of
Murray-Calloway County. Featuring a variety of
musical styles, choirs and other groups from local
churches will share their talents from 3 to 5 p.m.
Sunday
at
Lovett
Auditorium on Murray
State's campus.
-This is why United
Way is successful: We
have people in our community who care," United
Way Executive Director
IVIV
Peg
Billington
said.
"Think of all the people
who will be singing and
giving of their talents to The groups scheduled to participate
help our agencies."
Admission is free, but a include Early Light
collection will be taken for from First United
United Way, which sup- Methodist Church,
ports 11 local agencies that Westside Baptist
touch all ages of people in choir, Holy Ground
the community. Despite Quartet(Church of
snowy weather last year. Christ), Christian
Community Church's
the'event raised $2,000.
"It's something the praise team and First
community can come Baptist's choir. Also
enjoy and give a small performing will be a
donation if they want to. couple to-be-named
It's a wonderful way to soloists.
help
our
agencies,Billington said. -Some of
our agencies have had to go out and raise money
themselves. We need to raise money so they don't
have to do that. They need to go out and do whatever their mission is."
Specifically, United Way supports 4-H, Adult
Education, Big Brothers Big Sisters, Gentry House,
Humane Society, Main Street Youth Center,
Merryman House, Need Line, Purchase Area Sexual
Assault Center, American Red Cross and Senior
Citizens Center.
Tab Brockman,one of the event organizers, hopes
the event builds on last year's success. He'll emcee
United We Sing with WNBS Breakfast Show's
Glenda Covey.
"Everyone who participated had a tremendous
time — for a few reasons. First, we brought a lot of
different folks together, and they like singing for a
good cause and singing in Lovett Auditorium,"
Brockman said.
"It's just a nice program because it means a lot on
a lot of different levels and can accomplish so much.
It brings our community together."

•See Page 3A

Meeting set to
address student
safety issues
Special to the Ledger
The Calloway County Middle School is
inviting all parents, students, and interested
community members to an informational meeting to be presented by the Kentucky State
Police.
The meeting will address issues involving
unsafe Internet sites, national trends in asphyxiation game play and general student safety,
according to David Dowdy, public relations
coordinator for the Calloway County Schools.
The meeting will be held on March 15 at 6
p.m. in the Calloway County Middle School
media center.
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Tennessee River trip
turns tragic for anglers
i AP) -CAMDEN.
One man is dead, and another is
missing after a fishing boat accident on the Tennessee River.
continued
search
The
Tuesday for Steve Medford of
Dos er alter authorities found
the body of Camden resident
Larry Everly on Sunday in a
section of the river also known
as Kentucky Lake.
The area being searched is
about 75 miles west of
Nashville.
"Under normal circumstances, they just keep searching
until they come up with something." said Chris Rogers, chief
deputy of the Benton County
Shen ff's Department.
Friends said Everly and
Medttird left Saturday morning
to go crappie fishing in a boat.

authorities
Rogers said
haven't yet determined how the
men ran into trouble but it's possible the boat was swamped.
"There were high winds —
30-35 mph winds," Rogers said.
"The water was real rough."
Everly and Medford are
both
and
brothers-in-law,
worked at Sunbelt Rentals in
David Mitchell, a manager at
Sunbelt. said Medford's wife
called him about midnight
Saturday to say the two were
missing. He asked members of
his staff to use their own boats
to help in the search.
Mitchell said the main channel was rough as the Sunbelt
employees began their search.
"That's why' we don't know
why they attempted to cross

Kentuckylnerief
Senate ready to vote on pension
overhaul plan
[RINKE-GM., Ky. AP) -- State government would borrow
more than Sa00 million to finance a plan key lawmakers say would •
keep the pension systems for teachers and government employees
from financial collapse, under a bill the Senate approved Tuesday.
It the General Assembly doesn't move now, the state pension
which has been underfunded since 1992 ---- is likely to go
hind
broke 15 years from now. Senate President David Williams said.
The state would then have to come up with $2 billion per year for
pensions. Williams said.
"This government
implode." Williams said. "And the only':
choices that we will have in future years are to drastically cut these
services which our people depend on, or make huge tax increases.Fhe plan hinges on an approximately' WO million tsond sale,
which the state would have to pay back over the next 20 years at
about $60 million annually. Williams said. That includes about $540
million for the Kentucky Retirement System -- which includes
state and county public employees, police and firefighters — and •
$290 million to the Kentucky. Teachers Retirement System, which
handles public school teachers.
There are arkout 300,000 members in the state retirement system,
not counting teachers
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Former commander won't testify at
soldier's murder trial
)1(1 CAMPBELL. Ky i API - A former brigade commander
for the 101st Airborne Division won't be forced to testify in the tnal
ot a soldier accused in the slayings of three detainees in Iraq last
year, a Judge ruled Tuesday.
Ray Girouard. 24. is accused of ordering soldiers in his squad to
kill the detainees dunng a May 9 raid on a suspected al-Qaida cornpound in Samarra -- the day after a speech made by Col. Michael
Steele. Some have questioned if soldiers understood the speech to
be an order to kill all military-age Iraqi men.
Steele, former commander of the division's 3rd Brigade, has
denied giving such an order, and he invoked his right not to testify
during an earlier hearing.
Defense attorney Anita Gorecki argued unsuccessfully. during
Tuesday's hearing that Steele should have to testify. But she did win
the right to cross-examine two soldiers about Steele's statements,
and what they understood their orders ti) be.
Car Williani Fischbach, the military prosecutor, argued that
Steele's connection to the case was tenuous

Wall tumbles, killing Leslie County
log cabin worker
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reported at Thoroughbrewed
• Possible counterfeit money was
took possession of the
Cafe at 12:48 p.m. Monday. The officer
deception.
currency and filed a report for theft by
at 2:28 p.m. Monday, A
• A parking decal was reported stolen
less than $300,
taking
unlawful
by
theft
for
report was taken
into Public Safety
turned
was
Courts
• A purse found in College
contacted and said the
at 4:15 p.m. Monday. The owner was
in Tennessee. The
purse was stolen from her during a robbery
evidence
into
entered
property was
through the mall area
• A group of three individuals were walking
Monday when one of
in front of Waterfield Library at 11:44 p.m.
Fire Department
them possibly lit a piece of paper on fire. Murray
notified.
were
marshal
fire
state
the
and
Kentucky State Police
The Kentucky State Police Post One Activity Report for the
month of February reported 83 criminal cases opened, 256 criminal arrests, 75 collisions investigated eight fatalities, 632 calls
for service. and 52 DUI arrests.
fatal collisions
As of Feb. 28, there have been 12 people killed in
in the Post One area. Of those who died, seven were not wearing a seatbelt. In February 2006, there were six people killed in
the Post One area. Statewide in 2007 there have been 96 people killed compared to 109 in 2006.
— Information is obtained from reports, logs
and citations from various agencies.
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An Ohio marl helping to elevate a log
Ky API
cabin in Leslie County was killed when the structure collapsed,
according to Kentucky State Police
The victim, Joseph Colwell, 33, of Greenfield. Ohio. died
Monday after a support beam in the cabin fell on him. Others working in the cabin were not hurt.
Several men were attempting to lack up one side of the cabin and
slide a railroad tie beneath it when the structure began to collapse.
Wans said
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VVikipedia editor resigns after
creditials exposed as bogus
LOUISVILLE. Ky. API ---- A volunteer editor for the free online
encyclopedia Wikipedia has resigned after his credentials were
exposed as fictitious
Ryan Jordan. 24, had touted himself as a tenured professor with
doctorates in theology and canon law. Turns out he was a dropout
from Centre College in Danville and Lexington Community
College. Jordan. who had wntten or edited about 16,000 entries,
resigned from the post Monday.
Wiltipedia has said no questions have been raised about the accuracy of his work. Cntics of Wilopedia said the deception was fitting.
given the site's history of errors that include reporting that the prime
minister of Norway was a pedophile.
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The Kentucky House
approved a bill last week
that would allow the state to
hire more than 100 new
social workers and fund
supervised visitation centers
for staff and their clients.
House Bill 362 — named
the "Boni Frederick Bill"
after a social service worker
killed by a client last fall
during a routine home visit
—passed the House by a
vote of 98-0 last week.
If enacted, the bill would
appropriate $2.28 million in
state and federal funds for
103 new social worker and
social service aide positions
and five clerical positions.
Another $975,000 would be
set aside to fund the visitation centers, where social
workers can safely meet with
clients. An additional $2.33
million would be available,
if needed, to adequately fund
both centers and the new
hires.
The legislation would also
require a one-hour turnaround
on client background checks,
reporting and tracking of
threatening client behavior,
creation of a social work
safety liaison position and
establishment of a legislative
task force to look into social
worker staffing and safety
issues. The task force's job
would include making recommendations for any new
technology or equipment
needed to ensure the safety
of social workers and their
staff. HB 362 now goes to
the Senate for its consideration.
Putting hundreds of millions of dollars in construction projects back into the
state budget that were cut
from the budget by the governor last year is the intent
of another piece of legislation passed by the House
last week.
House Bill I would
restore bond and coal severance projects vetoed by the
governor from the 2006-2008
state budget passed by the
General Assembly during the
2006 Regular Session. The
governor vetoed the projects
after that session ended, pre-

Legislative
Update
By Rep. Mebiin
Henley
R-Murray

venting
lawmakers
from
restoring
them until
now. The
bill —
which
affects
state, university
and coal
severance
projects
— passed
the House
94-5 and
now goes

to the Senate.
Of the hundreds of bills
considered each session,
measures affecting the safety
and health of Kentucky's
children are always at the
top of the list.
One of those bills is HB
230, which would protect
schoolchildren by prohibiting
school bus drivers from
using a cell phone while
driving. Exceptions would be
made for drivers without
two-way radios who need to
talk to their dispatcher, and
in times of emergency. The
bill, which passed the House
96-0 last Tuesday, has gone
to the Senate for that body's
consideration.
A children's health bill
that would promote early
detection of a serious developmental disorder affecting
as many as 1-in-120 children
was also passed by the
House last week.
House Bill 109, which
passed by a vote of 96-0,
would require that children
be screened for autism spectrum disorders or ASD — a
blanket term for all types of
autism — at ages 18 months
and 3 years, then again
when they enroll in school
and take their sixth-grade
physical. Children whose parents provide a written sworn
statement objecting to the
screenings on religious
grounds would be exempt.
Should a child screen positive for ASD, a formal
diagnosis would be required
within three months. A state
program would be established
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FRANKFORT, Ky. — As we move
toward the conclusion of the 2007 Session,
the pace of activity has picked up significantly. As Senate bills move through the
committee process and pass off the floor,
House bills await their turn at consideration.
This week, the Senate Majority continued
to affirm our strong
pro-life values. Substantial research confirms
that human fetuses as
young as 20 weeks gestation can and do react
to painful or negative
stimuli.
Senate Bill 80 will
require that women
thinking of terminating
By Sen. Ken
their pregnancies are
Winters
provided with informaR-Murray
tion on fetal pain and
anesthesia. As with any
invasive medical procedure, the patient
should be provided with as full as information as possible before making a decision.
Senate Bill 67 which toughens Kentucky's DUI laws also passed the Senate. It
will allow blood and urine tests that reveal
certain drug levels to be admissible by
themselves in court, instead of requinng
state lab official to testify regarding the
drugs' effects.
Like the blood alcohol test, certain levels
would automatically be considered evidence
that someone was driving under the influence, as long as the test was taken within
two hours of the traffic stop. We must
have a zero-tolerance policy when it comes
to the safety of our families.
The Prison Industries Enhancement program, created with Senate Bill 42, will
allow the Department of Corrections to
work with private employers so that prisoners can work for them at minimum wage

Legislative
Update

on prison grounds. The industrial jobs
would let the prisoners develop job skills
they can use when released. Part of the
earnings would go toward making restitution
for their crimes, paying into the victims
compensation fund, and paying child support.
This is an opponunity to be productive
and learn to be a constructive member of
society. Employers would be screened to
ensure that jobs would not be lost in the
surrounding communities. Among the 16
members of the screening panel would be
four labor representatives to protect the
companies' current workforce. The bill is
designed to keep jobs in Kentucky.
In other action, members from both sides
of the aisle attended briefings on energy
issues and the challenges facing local jails.
With strong bipartisan support, the Senate
has also been working on developing a
proposal to deal with the unfunded liability
of the state employee pension system.
Details are still being hammered out and
we are hopeful that the House will work
with us in a collaborative manner. These
are significant concerns facing Kentucky
with no easy answers. Gathering the most
comprehensive information possible is the
first step to formulating answers.
The House of Representatives passed
their appropriations bill so we will be
reviewing their proposal. We are ever mindful that we are the caretakers of your tax
dollars. We passed a bipartisan budget last
year which is still in force.
1 would be very hesitant to re-open the
budget beyond restoring the vetoed projects
and allowing for a military income tax
exemption unless compelling evidence is
presented.
We have only this week left of the 2007
General Assembly Session before the veto
period. Please contact my office toll-free at
800/372-7181 with any questions or concerns or if there is anything I can do.

Dr. Richard Blalock

United We Sing may benefit the local charity, but Brockman
credits its success to the singers and musicians.
"The success of this is really attributed to all the different people
who participate," Brockman said. "We'll have 150 more people participating. And that's what makes this go — all these people willing
to give their time."
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to connect those recently
diagnosed (as well as others
with autism) with the services they need. HB 109 now
goes to the Senate.
The House continued to
show its concern for individuals with disabilities by
passing legislation that would
increase work opportunities
for disabled Kentuckians.
HB 23. which passed by
a 97-0 vote, would create
more jobs for the disabled
by requiring state government
to purchase goods and services from qualified nonprofit
agencies and work centers
serving the blind or severely
disabled. Private companies
would be offered nonrefundable tax credits to do the
same.
Only a few working days
remain in this 30-day session, giving lawmakers limited time to debate and pass
legislation. This means many
bills will be considered
through Monday, when the
General Assembly is scheduled to adjourn for its veto
recess — a 10-day break in
the session that gives the
governor time to consider
any vetoes.
If all goes according to
schedule, lawmakers will
return for two days after the
recess to consider overriding
any vetoes that may have
been issued. By March 27,
the 2007 Regular Session is
expected to be over.
You can stay tuned to the
news in Frankfort by calling
the Bill Status Line toll-free
at 866-840-2835 or at
wwwirc.ky.gov.
You can contact me at
800-372-7181 or
melvin@melvirthenley.com.

LOVETT AUDITORIUM
Ifyou enjoy Gospel music,you can't milts this exciting
afternoon ofsong and praise! Four outstanding local groups
offer up songs rangingfrom traditional to contemporary - from
a capped tofull orchestration. Now in its second year, this
songfestis unique to our community. The afternoon'sfinale
includes a grand singalong! No admission, but a love offering
will be collected to benefit the local United Way.

participate:
Earl Ii6kt Prlibe TOME
(&om Pint United Metiodint Garda)
W'Aside Baptist Choir

The physicians and staff of Primary Care Medical Center
are proud to announce that Dr. Richard Blalock is joining
their group beginning March 1, 2007. Dr. Blalock has
practiced Internal Medicine for over 25 years in Murray,
and he has developed an excellent reputation for
both patient care and as a quality individual.
Dr. Blalock is the team physician for the
Murray Independent School system and
Murray State University.
The physicians of Primary Care
Medical Center have traded call for
over 12 years with Dr. Blalock and
this is a natural extension of that
relationship. Dr. Blalock will
continue to see his own patients
within the primary care group
practice. This change will give his
patients access to nights and
weekend office coverage, enhanced
technology, and the convenience and
ower costs of in office diagnostic
testing. Dr. Blalock's new office is
located in Suite 480W in the west wing
of the Medical Arts Building.

Mon - Fri: 8am - 8pm
Sat: 8am - 6pm
Sun: 1 - 6pm
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My students are struggling to write book
reviews in my American
History classes. They are
to pick a book of history
on a topic of their choosing, and then read the
hook critically. They must
learn to read with a critical eye, because the paper
they produce is much more
than the sort of book
report they might have
written in elementary or
middle school.
Rather than a book
report. they are to write a
hook review, a critical
analysts of the hook. I
want them to pick the
hook apart.
The writer tit a book
review. should go beyond a
mere summary it content,
the reviewer identifies the
It tu,. ol the book and the
thesis. or the main idea.
the main point of the
W hat arguments did the
author put forth to prove
the thesis' Did the author
pro% e the thesis' On what
sourt es
primary or secdid the author
ondar
telt ' What about the
author 's writing style'' Was
the 6044, understandable to
was
a general reader '
the hook written for other

experts in
the discipline?
After reading the
book,
would you
recommend
the work
to other
readers?
Home and Why or
Away
why not?
By James
As you
Duane Bolin
can see,
Ledger & Times students
Columntst
are asked
to analyze
the book, not Just re-tell
it. A close reading is
required. We teach critical
thinking skills, hut a book
review, properly written,
requires critical reading
and critical writing skills
too.
The most remarkable
hook review that I have
ever read was provided by
a poor farm woman from
Alabama. On assignment
for Fortune niagatin.
writer James Agee and
photographer Walker Evans
traveled to rural Alabama
in the depths of the Great
Depression to live with
three different tenant farming families.
Out of this experience.

Agee wrote "Let Us Now
Praise Famous Men," and
Evans contributed a series
of remarkable photographs,
documenting the lives of
these struggling folks. the
eloquence of the photographs match the eloquence
of the prose.
I would think this book
would be most difficult to
review. "Let Us Now
Praise Famous Men" defies
categorization. Part documentary, part memoir, and
part biography. Agee and
Evans transformed what
was to be a magazine
piece into a complex work
of literature.
When Ellie Mae Burroughs, a wife and mother
in one of the tenant families, read the book a
decade after it was published, she did not consider thesis, sources, or any
other component of a formal book review.
Instead, she simply gave
her honest assessment of
the book. John Hersey
included Ms. Burrough•s
assessment in his introduction to a new edition of
the book, published in
1988:
"I don't guess it's been
over ten years ago that I
seen the book, if it's been

that long," Ms. Burroughs
said. "My daughter got one
of 'cm; I don't know
where in the world she got
it, but she got it and told
me she had it, and she
wanted me to look at it
and give it to me. And I
took it home and I read it
plumb through. And when
I read it plumb through I
give it back to her and I
said, 'Well everything in
there's true.' What they
wrote in there was true."
"Well everything in
there's true." "What they
wrote in there was true." I
don't expect any of my
students to write such a
review. I doubt they would
be able to give such
unvarnished praise to their
chosen volume of history.
I have a feeling,
though, that Ellie Mae
Burroughs's analysis of
"Let Us Now Praise
Famous Men" is an accurate display of critical
reading. Very few book
reviews could be so positive.
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Duane Bolin teaches in
the Murray State's history
department and may be
reached at duane.bolin@murraystate.edu.
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Craving fame in an entertainment-obsessed society
"I'll weal a blond shag haircut, a
leisure suit and sing a syrupy Barry
Manilow tune It that doesn't get me
onto 'AineriLan Idol.' Simon Cowell
can cat his own head "
'Ah. yes, tou sum up America's
fascination with tame and celebrity
Both are explored in 'Fame Junkies.'
an interesting new book by Jake
Halpern "Fame Junkies"
-Did you know that more people
watch 'American Idol' than all three
major network esening news shows
‘onitvirted ''•
"It's 110 sst.tiderThings haven't
been as ...ompelling sime Rather left
the air
"Did :.ou know. ak cording to a
study by Harvard University and the
Kaiser 1-amily Foundation. that 31 per,ern ot teens are 4.- onv inced they'll be
lamous [hey belie% e they're entitled
that it will solve all their
to tame
problems ••
-It'll solve my problems The waitress at the diner will finally go out
with me."
"Halpern inter. iewed 653 middleschool tuck nts in Rochester. N.Y.
When he asked them if they'd rather
be a personal assistant to a celebrity.
a corporate CEO. an Ivy League president. a Navy SEAL or a U.S. senator. 41 4 percent of girls chose
'celebrity assistant."'
"I'd rather do chores for a celebrity
than he. senator Though I have to
admit rubbing cream on Rosie O'Donnell's bunions would get a little old."
"When given the option of becoming famous, beautiful. stronger or
smarter, boys chose fame almost as
often as intelligence. Girls chose fame
even more Often.-

[MI
What's So
Funny?
By Tom
Purcell
Syndicated
Columnist

-That isn't a fair
question. Fame has
nothing to do with
intelligence. Isn't that
made clear every time
Hollywood actors open
their yaps.'"
"Our longing for
fame is a recent phenomenon. Consider: In
1963, according to
Gallup. Americans
most admired Lyndon
Johnson. Winston
Churchill and Martin
Luther King Jr. In
2005. Bono and Donald Trump topped the

list
"Hey, common sense: You're fired!"
"Halpern told me there are two
types of kids who long for fame
most the spoiled ones whose parents
taught them they were the center of
the universe, and kids who were
under-appreciated by their parents."
"Talk about under-appreciated. My
mother used to hang a Budweiser
around my neck so the old man
would read to me."
"The longing also correlates to the
self-esteem movement of the 1970s.
By praising everything children did,
adults unwittingly created teens and
young adults who can't take criticism
and who demand the praise they think
fame will bring."
"Alt. the good old days. When we
played kickball. we weren't permitted
to compete, and everybody got a trophy!"
-The result is that we've created a
society of young narcissists.-We haver*
"Five psychologists Just released an
II

interesting study. It found that today's
college kids are more narcissistic than
previous generations. Narcissists tend
to lack empathy. They're consumed
with self-love. They crave fame
because they want the adulation of
millions."
"I don't need to be adored by millions. But a few hundred thousand
would be nice"
"Freud had a term for what is
going on: wishful thinking. We've created a generation of kids who are lost
in a fantasy world. They see themselves as they'd like to be, rather
than as they really are. You have to
wonder what happens when people
who crave fame fail to achieve it —
or when people who achieve it realize
it doesn't solve their problems and
ends up creating even more."
"Why don't you ask Britney
Spears?"
"It makes me realize how lucky I
was to grow up as I did. We had
only three television channels — no
celebrity shows were on. And I was
part of a big family. We had to learn
how to share and laugh and be con*Wore*. Neremistie behavior would
have gotten us grounded."
-Look, as delightful as this discussion is, you still haven't answered my
question. You think the blond shag
haircut, leisure suit and a syrupy
Barry Manilow tune will get me to
the big time?"
"Why not. It worked for Barry
Manilow."
Tom Purcell is a humor columnist
nationallv syndicated exclusively by
Cagle Cartoons. For comments to
Tom, e-mail him at harellecaglecarroons.com.
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Kelsey Brandsasse, 14, Kirksey Road, Murray, formerly of
Evansville, Ind., died Monday, March 5, 2007, at 6:45 p.m. at
• Mumty-Calloway County Hospital.
She was of Christian faith and a membez of the Calloway County
„Middle School Band. She was born Jan. 10, 1993.
Preceding her in death were her grandfathers, Morgan Holley and
Thomas Brandsasse.
Survivors include her father, Dennis Brandsasse, her mother,
Paula Marie Holley Brandsasse, two sisters, Sierra Williams and
friend, Stanley Barnhart, and Jade' Brandsasse, and two brothers,
Andrew and Tyler Brandsasse, all of Murray; her grandmothers,
Joyce Holley, Evansville, Ind., and Phyllis Brawner, Murray; greatgrandmother, Mary Woodrow; six uncles, Billy Holley and wife,
Kathy, Alan Holley and wife, Sherry, Tom Brandsasse and wife,
Debbie, Mike Brandsasse and wife, Patti, David Brandsasse and
Aaron Brawner; five aunts, Peggy Cox and friend, Billy Robinson,
Rita Stricker and husband, Jeff, Judy Roberts-Smith and husband,
Donnie, Mary Buckman and husband, David, and Teresa Elsfelder,
and husband, Mark; 14 cousins, Christi, Stephanie, Nikki, Angie.
Mandy, Mike, Audra, Tara, Morgan, Tyler, Larry, Adam, Holly and
Kyle.
The funeral will be Friday at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of ChurchillImes Family Funeral Home. Bob Haley and Mickey Garrison will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Ron Gladden, Jeremy Foxx, Mike Brandsasse,
Alan Holley, Stanley Barnhart and Kevin Suiter. Burial will follow
in the Kirksey Baptist Church Cemetery. Visitation will be at the
funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. Thursday. Expressions of sympathy
may take the form of donations to the family to help with final
expenses, c/o Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home, 1804 Ky. 121
North Bypass, Murray, KY 42071.
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Mine safety bill clears House, heads to Senate
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Coal miners would have more
protection in their dangerous
underground workplaces under
legislation that unanimously
passed the House Tuesday.
State Rep. Brent Yonts, DGreenville, said the measure
offers hope to Kentucky" coal
miners by increasing the presence of state inspectors at each
operation and by providing
methane detectors that will
allow miners to monitor for
buildups of the explosive gas.
Advocates for coal miners
said the measure, which had
stalled in the legislative process
last month until intensive lobbying got it moving again, heralded the 100-0 vote in the House,
and urged the Senate to act
quickly to pass it.
"It will be meaningless for it
to pass the House if it doesn't
pass the Senate," said Tony
Oppegard, an attorney for
Appalachian Citizens Law
Center in Prestonsburg. "We'll
see if the Senate has the will to
protect coal miners or not."
With only six days left in the
legislative session, state Sen.
Tom Jensen. R-London said he's
not sure there's time to get the
legislation through the Senate.
"I hate that it's coming this
late in the session.- said Jenson,
chairman of the Senate
and
Agriculture
Natural
Resources Committee, which
would likely be the legislation's
next stop. "We'll try to take a
look at it as quickly as possible.Jensen said the committee
isn't scheduled to meet again

AP
Kentucky Rep. Brent Yonts, D-Greenville, left, talks with House Speaker Jody Richards, DBowling Green, during session in the House Chamber, Tuesday, in Frankfort.

Hellq C. Bannon
Henry C. Bannon, 81, Lynchburg, Va., formerly of Murray, Ky.,
until Thursday, at which point
died at Virginia Baptist Hospital, Lynchburg. His death followed a
lawmakers would have only five
long illness.
days left to pass bills.
The measure was stalled in
He received his bachelor of arts and master of arts
the House for several weeks,
in music at the University of Iowa. A professor of
and passed out of the House
music at Murray State University, Murray, Ky., for
Natural
Resources
and
nearly 20 years, he also held faculty positions at
Environment Committee only
United States Army schools in France and Germany.
after several provisions were
at Baylor University and the University of Texas.
deleted. Yonts pushed for nearly
He also had a long career as a tenor in opera, including roles at
two weeks before he was able to
the Amato Opera Theater In New York, the Houston Grand Opera
and Milwaukee's Florentine Opera. His career as a musical comedy
performer included roles at the Paper Mill Playhouse, the Valley
Forge Music Fair and the Westbury Music Fair and others. As a
MADISONVILLE, Ky.(AP) Healthcare nursing home in
soloist, he sang with numerous orchestras, including those in Dallas,
- A western Kentucky man Madisonville was confined to
-"San Diego and Nashville.
: A lifelong music student, he had a post-teaching career as an Irish who suffered burns to his head Britt's room, according to
"7. harpist performing a series of recitals around the country for com- and face during a nursing home Kentucky State Police arson
fire last week has died, officials investigators. The cause of the
munity concerts. He retired to Lynchburg in 1987.
Feb. 28 fire remained under
; A veteran of World War 11, he served in the 8th Army as an ambu- said.
Bobby Britt. 48, died investigation.
lance driver during campaigns in Europe and Japan. He was born
Nurses who first tried to con:
0 Dec. 22, 1925, in Dublin, Ireland.Survivors include one son, Monday morning at the
University
of
Louisville
trol
the blaze with fire extin:Christopher Bannon, New York, N.Y.; two daughters, Kathleen
Hospital. according to the guishers were driven from the
:Bannon, Camp Hill, Pa.. and Patricia Jefferson and husband.
Jefferson County Coroner's room by smoke. During the fire,
:Michael, Tyngsboro, Mass.; one grandson, Alex Jefferson.At Mr. office.
residents were moved to the rear
•
Bannon's
request,
a
funeral
service
will
be
omitted
in favor of a pri.
He died of -complications of the building and evacuated. A
• vate Irish wake for friends and family at Satchiko's Porter House, from thermal burns." Jefferson second
resident, three staff
• Lynchburg.
County Deputy Coroner Bob members and a guest suffered
Fraction said Tuesday after an from minor injuries as a result of
- Dorothy Golden Kelly
autopsy was performed.
smoke, bumps or falls.
Dorothy Golden Kelly, 91, Lone Oak, formerly of Murray, died
The fire at Harborside
Fire department spokesman
; Tuesday, March 6, 2007, at 10:30 a.m. at Superior Care Home.
A homemaker, she was a member of Central
Church of Christ and a former piano teacher. A
Graves County native, she graduated from
Delivery Will Be: Friday, March 16
Sedalia High School.
She is the daughter of the late James E. and
Murray - Southern States
Ida Holloway Golden. Four sisters and one
4:00 - 5:00 p.m., Phone 270-753-1423
brother also preceded her in death.
To Place An Order Call The Store Above Or Call.
Survivors include her husband, John Paul
1-800-247-2615
Kelly, to whom she was married for 71 years;
two daughters, Annita Kelly Hollowell and
•
Kelly
Nancy Kelly Clark, both of Lone Oak; five
•
:grandchildren. Kelly Hollowell, Nashville, Tenn.. Amtita Stewart.
CASH, ARKANSAS 72421 • www.ferleysfishfarm.com
:Murfreesboro, Tenn., and Nancy Carol Williams. Michael Shan
:Clark and Krisa Martin, all of Paducah; 12 great-grandchildren:
seven great-great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
: The funeral will be at 10 a.m. Thursday at the Lone Oak Chapel
:at Milner & On Funeral Home. John Dale and Jim Faughn will officiate. Burial will follow at Woodlawn Memorial Gardens. Visitation
will be from 4 to 8 p.m. today (Wednesday) at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Central Church of Christ
Building Fund, 2201 Washington St., Paducah, Ky., 42003.

get most of the deleted provisions restored.
Gov. Ernie Fletcher hasn't
said whether he supports the legislation. Spokeswoman Jodi
Whitaker said the officials in the
Cabinet for Environmental and
Public Protection are reviewing
the bill and following its
progress.Key provisions would
require two medics to be on duty

at underground mines and
increase the number of state
inspections from three to a mm imam of six per year.
Ventilation fans would have
to stay on at all times unless they
were undergoing maintenance,
and a vehicle would have to be
kept near working crews so that
injured miners can get to the surface quickly.

Man dies after suffering burns in nursing home fire

Fish For Pond Stocking

FARLEY & FARLEY FISH FARM
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Dorothy Frances Bazzell
The funeral for Dorothy Frances Bazzell will be at 1 p.m. Friday
at Imes-Miller Funeral Home. Bro. Dennis Norvell will officiate.
Brothers and sisters will be pallbearers. Entombment will follow at
Murray Memorial Gardens.Visitation will be from 5 to 8 p.m.
Thursday at the funeral home. Expressions of sympathy may be
made to the American Heart Association, 222 Kentucky Ave. Suite
4, Paducah, Ky., 42003.
Mrs. Bazzell, 68, Glasgow, formerly of Murray, died Monday,
March 5, 2007. at 11:55 a.m. at T.J. Samson Community Hospital.
Glasgow.She was of Baptist faith.Born Oct. 8, 1938, she was the
daughter of the late Waylon Bazzell and Vivian Bean Sliger. A brother, Ted Wilson Bazzell, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include one daughter, Tina Bartley-Waters, Glasgow;
one son, Ricky Donelson and his wife, Polly, Adrian, Mich.; five sisters, Betty Parrish. Wanda Brown,Joann Sliger-Thorn, Jean Self and
Diana Tindell and her husband, Robbie, all of Murray; two brothers,
Ralph Sliger and Dennis Sliger. both of Murray; nine grandchildren;
five great-grandchildren.

Henry Louis Cobb Sr.
Henry Louis Cobb Sr.. 70. Water Valley, formerly of South
Fulton,Tenn.. died Monday. March 5, 2007, at 11:46 a.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital. Paducah. He retired from I.E. Campbell Inc. in
South Fulton after 28 years of service, was of Pentecostal faith and
had lived in this area most of his life.
Born Dec. 28, 1936, in Skullbone. Tenn., he was the son of the
late Robert E. Lee Cobb and Marne Lou Bryant Cobb. Nine brothers and sisters also preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife,Shelby Glover Cobb.to whom he was
married Aug. 28, 1957; two daughters, Pamela Frances McCord and
Aletha Cheryl Vanrneter, both of Water Valley; three sons. Henry L.
Cobb Jr., Murray. William Lee Cobb, Greenfield, Tenn., and Paul
Joseph Cobb. Union City. Tenn.; 14 grandchildren; two great-grandchildren; two sisters, Betty Cobb. Martin, Tenn., and Dean Franklin.
Saint Joseph. Mich.; three brothers, Larry Cobb. Dresden. Tenn.
and Billy Joe Cobb and Danny Cobb, both of Greenfield.
The funeral will be at 10:30 a.m. Thursday at Hombeak Funeral
Chapel, Fulton. Ky. Rev. Danny Potts and Billy Joe Cobb will officiate. Burial will follow at Water Valley Cemetery. Visitation will be
from 5108 p.m. today (Wednesday)and after 8 a.m. Thursday at the
funeral home. Tributes may be left online at www.hornbeakfuneralchapel.com.

753-4703
AUTO - HOML - LIFE INAIRANc 1

1° STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Dow Jones Ind. Avg. _12224.6 + 17.0
.74.00 + 0.08
Air Products
.35.62 - 0.38
AT&T. Inc.
41.51 .0.14
BB&T
Briggs & Stratton -...._ 28.21 - 0.18
26.96 - 0.05
Bristol Myers Squibb
+ 0.72
Caterpillar
Chevron Texaco Corp 67.92 + 0.25
69.09 + 0.48
Daintier Chrysler
46.17 - 0.22
Dean Foods.
70.99 • 0.1
Euton-Mobil.
+ 0.04
Ford Motor
......3t64 - 0.08
General Electric
11.17 + 0.05
General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline 4DR...35.01 + 0.02
......
Goodckb
0.08
28.6e+ 0.41
Goodyear
HopFed Bank' _ 16 03 B 16.13
1 B M.._.
94.30 + 0.50

p,,,es as of a

171

Intel _..........,..._........19.33.0.07
.2538 + 0.24
Kroger
Maffei
26.71 .035
McDonalds
- 0.27
Merck.
44.65 + 036
Microsoft
- 0.11
J.C. Penney -.--....7735 - 0.24
Pepoico, Inc
62.98 + 0.02
-25.45 + 0.26
Pfizer, Inc.
Regions Financial .......-3539 -0.26
Schering-Plough --.-.--.23.43 + 0.03
Sears Holding Corp .--181.29 + 1.27
Time Warner .........._......19.% .0.02
US Bancorp ...-........_.35.52 '0.09
UST
-1113
WellPoint Inc ._-___.79.65 - 0.43
Wal-Mart
47.96 - 0.08

Lt. John Stewart said the home
had passed a recent fire inspection. It was the second fire at
Harborside in recent weeks,
though the only blaze to cause
significant injury or damage.

Firefighters were dispatched to
the home Feb. 21 when lint and
grease started a small fire under
a water heater. An employee
extinguished it before crews
arrived.

Key Kar Rental
Cali Don ctday!

270-753-9955
Located at 4th & Sycamore, Murray, KY
Faughn Used Cars

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
John Deere, Husqvarna, Scag, Snapper, Ferris
Good thru March 15, 2007

PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where needed

All For Only

$4995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil, Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

All For Only
995

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

All For Only

S10995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

ZERO TURN
Change Oil & Filter it needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

s14995
All For Only

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

(
Ally Additional Parts & Labor At Additional costs.)

HIWARD LYONS
Financial Consultants it-ft)
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753 3366 I 800-4441854
in'.

%bji

p.m.

Murray Home & Auto
www.murrayhomeandauto.com
753-2571
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S.S. rep. to be at Libra',

A representative of the Social Security
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• -that "":1: 12

MHS Fastpitch Club to meet
Murra,,. High Schoen fastpitch Club will meet today at 5.45
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Concert Choir concert Thursday
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Murra% State hiniversit. Concer Choir will teatort. tfit
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Mr. and Mrs. Landon O'Neal Barrow Ken and Jo Wray
Shan Kacee Stonecipher and Landon O'Neal Barrow of Murray were married Saturday. Nov. 1. 2006. at First United
Methodist Church, Murray
The bride is the daughter of Joe and Dana Stonecipher of
Murray
The groom is the son of Mary Ann and Charlie Hargrove
and David and Brenda Barrow. all of Murray.
Rev Richard Smith officiated at the ceremony.
Music was hy Joan Bowker. Murray, organist. and Scott
Lowe. brother-in-law of the bride. soloist. The scripture was
read by Amy Hille. Fernandina Beach. Fla.
Shea Lowe of Murray. sister of the bride, wa.s matron of
honor. and Meagan Roger's. Memphis. Tenn.. was the maid of
honor. Bridesmaids were Stacey Stonecipher and Rebecca Boyd.
Nashville. Tenn.. Brittany Vaughn. Murray. and Abby Mitchell.
Enn. Tenn
The flower girl was Sayde Lowe. daughter of Scott and
Shea Lowe
Seth Barrov..h rother it the groom. of Murray was best
man Groomsmen were Grant Barrow, Kelly Overbey and Clint
Stewart. all of Murray. Sean Stonecipher. Nashville. and Josh
Sykes. Hazel.
Ushers were Scott Lowe and Ryan Houston. Murray. Graham Gobtn. Dixon. and Brian Rothe. !Madisonville. The ring
hearer was Will Carter. son of Tina and Phillip Carter.
Bell ringers were Bethany and Knstopher Fister. children of
Kenny and Renee ['Ester. and Caroline Barrow. daughter of
Clint and Chnsty Barrow
A reception followed in the Christian Life Center of the
church A fall theme was used in the decorations.
The bride earned a bachelor of science degree in mathernatR... from Murray State U niversity and is currently employed
by the Calloway County Board of Education.
The groom earned a bachelor of science degree in horticulture from Murray State University and is self-employed.
After a honeymoon in Cancun. Mexico. the couple is currently residing in Murray

Mr and Mr, Lee Edwards of Cardinal Dnve. Murray. are
the parents of a (laughter. Lucy Ann Edwards. born on Sunday. Fels lk. 2007, at 1 53 p.m at !Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
The baby weighed 7 pound, 6 ounces and measured 20
inches The mother is the former Jenny Jackson. A brother is
Jackson Edwards and a sister is Lillian Edwards.
Grandparents are Johnny and Cindy Jackson of Wingo and
Dave and Priss Edwards of Benton.
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Gavin Kyle Holt
Samuel Kyle Holt and Judith Amanda Garcia of Murray are
the parents of a son. Gavin Kyle Holt, born on Friday, Feb.
23. 2007. at 8:(l7 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 6 ounces and measured 21
inches.
Grandparent. are r);1(1 and Romaine Benton of Murray.
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loway County. but also from
Henry. County. Tenn.. Marshall
and other neighboring counties.
Interested persons may call
the academy office at 7537744, to schedule an interview
and tour the facilities.
Eastwood is located at 2191
Ky. Hwy. 94 East. Murray.
Office hours are from 7:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

least a 3.60 grade point average.
Rail is the son of John
and Margaret Rall of Murray.
He is a graduate of Murray High School.

Now
ReOpened

er to benefit the community
service projects including Hoot
Beats of Hope and the National Program for March. 'Paws
with a Cause"
Hospital Chairman Nancy
By ford reported that her 3• Alentine Dinner was a SUCCCSS raising close to $400 delegated to
St lude's and Humboldt . Tenn.
Veterans Home. She indicated
that St. Jude s will celebrate
its 50th anniversary this year
with a gala affair in the near
future.
Byford said 'Auxiliary 45
has had several members to visit
and tour this facility, which
though a hospital, is so unlike
any other.'
Chaplain Katha Caldwell
announced that she had sent
cards to the families of deceased
members and that donations
were
being made in their
memory, or Bibles presented.
Tennessee Department President Wincie Wright. and auxiliary secretary ) reminded the
group that the Stale Executive
Committee will meet at Post
45 on March 10. Representatives of all Tennessee Posts
and Auxiliaries will be attending. She encouraged local parucipation. A steak dinner will
be held the preceding Friday
evening. March 9. along with
a fundraiser. There will be a
band on Saturday evening, followed by breakfast on Sunday
morning.

Relay for Life Team
Captain event planned
REIDLAND. Ky. — A Relay
for Life Team Captain University meeting will be Saturday.
March 24. from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. at Reidland Baptist
Church.
This event will be facihtiated by local American Cancer Society volunteers: Kathye
Aydlone. LaCenter. member of
the Kentucky Relay For Life
Council. and Rosanne Radke.
Murray. chair of the National
Relay For Life Adv isory team.
Captains will learn more
about how to motivate your
team, use new fund-raising
ideas, build a stronger team.
avoid team captain burnout.
For more information call the
American Cancer Society at 1-

/

Regithited
efuipica

Brooke Grace &
Brandon Riley

Mileage Out of
Our Multi-Car Discount.

You'll Get a Lot of

If you drive two or more cars in your family, we may be able to
save you money. Call me... Stop by... Log on - it's your choice!

Nationwide'

Home

Alvcia Watkins SE
Stephen Janow
Allison Carman &
Shane Mize

rerl"
iti

dwylksawillis-rsurance

Ej

Kela Craig &
Trent Travis

Holly Irvine &
Jeremy Bolls

Dale Willis
201 N 5th
270) 753-8485

Lie

Barvness

Nalionaide Mutual Insurance Company and Mfikated Companies Horne °eke Columbus.
OH 43215-2220 11,435

CALLOWAY COUNTY
PRESCHOOL/READ START
SPRING REGISTRATION

Friday, March 9
from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

ci

wil

DANVILLE. Ky. — Will
Rall of Murray has been named
to the dean's list for the
fall term at Centre College
This is an honor reserved
for students who maintain at

Auto

Sewing Center
We install

Eastwood Christian Academy is currently holding registration for the 2007-2008 school
term
The academy has both four
and five-year old kindergarten
classes as well as grades one
through 12
Students who register before
March 31 will receive a discount.
The student body is a representation not only from Cal-

On Your Side

iiiiv •Upholstery • Machine Quilting
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---z•-•----
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Eastwood Christian Academy
currently holding registration

Local student makes list

iiirth Announcements
Lucy Ann Edwards

\tvi-

Ken and Jo Wray of 148 SR 381, Sedalia, will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday. March 17. 2007
The event will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at Sedalia Baptist
Church.
All relatives and friends are invited. The family requests
that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Wray were married March 16. 1957. at Water
Valley Baptist Church. Rev. Roy Shepard officiated. Their attendants were Roy and Loretta Linder.
Mrs. Wray is the daughter of the late L. Randal Laird and
May Belle Owen Laird. She is a retired school secretary.
Mr. Wray is the son of Josephine Bell Wray and the late
Norman B. Wray He is a retired school teacher and basketball coach.
Their children are Pat L. Wray and Penny W Holt and the
late Tamara Jo Wray.
Mr and Mrs. Wray have four grandchildren.

PARIS LANDING. Tenn —
A major pool( of busuiess at
the AINVETS Auxiliary 45
meeting on March 4 was to
appoint a nominating committee, first nominations will be
in Aprtl election in May.
President Angie Gardner
chaired the meeting with just
Over half her officers present_
having been hit hard by health
issues with several excused.
and 18 members present
A thank-you card was
received from the recipient of
a scholarship in February. Several pieces of correspondence
were shared from soldiers who
had received the Christmas
boxes the auxiliary sent. They
all expressed their appreciation
of the cards, treats, and various items that were included.
Kathy Suffern read a poem
sent by one soldier, that told
of the commitment made by
these young men and women,
and the price they and their
families sometimes pay
Suffern gave us final details
of her 50's party scheduled for
March 24. which includes
Karaoke, a dance, and a special auction 'Rent-a- Vet". which
will feature 10 of our local
veterans who are offering threehour work sessions to the highest bidder The guys will do
garden work, clean your lawn.
do wmdows, paint, about any thing outside pnmanly, can be
negotiated.
This will be a novel fundrais-

The Store For The Ultimate Gift'
r0-767-001/7
400 Mao St • Moa-Sal10-5-30

,41444,101114
SJ

270-444-038. or Kathy M.
Hodge, chair of Relay for Life
t 759of Calloway Count
1884 or 436-242-1

MI Membership

Freedom Ian t free. and
millions of Americans have
paid the once for the
freedom we enjoy today.
Since 1899. the Veterans
of Foreign Wars has served
those who served Amenca.
From writing veterans legislation and then leading the
fight to get it through
Congress. to community
projects that benefit all
Americans, the VFW is an
opportunity for veterans to
continue to serve.

Contact your local VFW
Post and ask what you can
do for your community.

VFW Post #6291
P.O. Box 827
Murray, KY 42071

753-5822
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If your child will be 3 or 4 years old on or before October In, 2007 crane and
register You will need to bring the following with you

V Certified Birth Certificate
V Social Security Card

11 ex to I p.m
In kat of kw lavidty North 126

V Proof of Income
(W-2's or Income Taxes for 2006)
V Insurance Card or Medical Card

Present rhos
coupon for OM
(I) free bag of
your choice
tse
of chips
with
purchase of
any Dog or
Sandwich and
any dnok

Your child does not need to be present
to register. Registration will be held at the
Preschool which is behind
the Calloway County High School

4i

If you have any questions,
call the Preschool at 762-7410.
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Glory Bound will feature
Brotherly Love and The Erwin's

Murray Middle School students exhibit embroidery
Natalie Adams and Chaney
Curd and Adam Clark, Murray Middle School fifth grade
students. were selected to have
their embroidery work on display March I through May 28
at The Embroiderers- Guild of
Anierica -s Youth Exhibit in
Louisville
the exhibit is an international display of embroidered
pieces of every site and shape
imaginable from children 1K and
under "These joyful expressions of needle, thread, fabric,
and creativity prove that
embroidery is alive and being
nuttured among the young,"
said Posy Lough. a member
na EGA in Murray and owner
ol !he Posy Collection.
the Embroiderers' Guild of
-\mtmeric.ts
Embroidery
Rem ouric Center is a national
centei tor the study, exhibition c. r I lec t it in. and preserv a
ion need linsor•
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1 hroneh a Murray khddle
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able it yetienke kentuc
..fury,
call!. III.
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Ica encl. completed a ketIRIL
uno stud. Dining the study.
students chose to either write
a song. do a skit. or complete
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son in Kerlint, k
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non is !Ili this study, the stir
dents u s s onipleted enamit
is that rcpresented
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FUN & FASHION
By D.K. Kelley

Jo's
Datebook
By Jo Burkeen
Community
Editor

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment
Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 in the
fellowship ball of Goshen United Methodist
Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella.
Featured groups will be Brotherly Love
and The Erwin's.
There is no admission charge, but items
for Need Line will be accepted.
For more information call Joe Lawrence
at 753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or
Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

S.S. rep. to be at library

A representative of the Social Security
Administration will be at the Calloway Pub,
lic Library Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. to assist persons in filing forms. For information
call 1-800-772-1213.

MHS Fastpitch Club to meet
Murray High School Fastpitch Club will meet today at 5:45
at the school cafeteria. All persons interested in he softball
programs at both MHS and MMS are encouraged to attend.
Photo provided
Pictured from left are Natalie Adams, Adam Clark and Chaney Curd. The students participated in the project during their fourth grade hear at MMS. Curd and Clark were students of
Shern Bazzell and Adams was a student of Courtney Vanover.
Kentuck. subieds
I .4.tugh. who poiduces needlework kits tot histtint. 11111NC
lit11s all ac4(••• the comm.. said
1-11A members no the aturinn,,
group were taught hy their
mothers to stitch and have
emoyed a litenme love of nee
tilt.' ans. - Ake worked with
the MMS tourth grade teach
its \A, he they implemented they
Kentuck. History
she
V.
said
+Ai: +.isit the class
ti
room we talk
students
ahr tut the early nid‘s riI\ CI)

lucky As a demonstration. we
also illustrate how the girls
were taught to embroidery by
using stitching samplers.Sherri Baiiell. an SIMS
fourth grade teat:het. said the
stitching at.iii it!, lend,
. 4.
hulut
to the Kentucky ['MI
they study
"I he stitching
activity is a fantastic way to
onnec I students and the past
111 .1 real world situation.- she
said -The children emoy this
so much
ac
I believe
that am II
c hi 1dm en ha% a

real way to publish their work
it can only promote a sense
of accomplishment.
These
children did a great job."
A former teacher, Posy
developed a simple kit that
children would enjoy learning
to stitch and hook it to history "The fourth grade samplers
include the ABC's and icons
ot earlier times-a bison, a log
cabin. a covered wagon. a Colonial flag and schoolhouse," she
said.
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Relay for Life team plans promotion
Relay for Life Teams of McKinney Insurance Services will
have a rebate day for lunch or dinner at Mugsy's Hideut, 410
Main St., Murray, from 11 a.m. to 8 p.m. on Thursday. Customers are asked to request that your receipts be marked for
the ACS-$FL.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program,
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Shriners sponsor Bingo
Murray Shriners sponsor Bingo each Friday starting at 6:30
p.m. at the Shrine Club facility, Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and shrine charitable activities.

TOPS to meet Thursday
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Club will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library.
The meeting is open to the public. For information call Marge
Andrews at 753-7732.

Concert Choir concert Thursday
Murray State University Concert Choir will feature the
Almquist Award winning choral compositions at the concert
-Thursday at 8 p.m. at Lovett auditorium with Dr. Bradley
Almquist as conductor.

Lighthouse Clothes Closet open
Clothes Closet at Lighthouse Missionary Baptist Church is
open every Thursday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. For more information call 437-4588.
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Zeta Department plans meeting
Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the club house. Bob Valentine will be
speaker.

Relay for Life Team of Money Talks will have a rebate day
at Captain D's on Wednesday from 10:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. Customers are asked to tell the cashier they are there for the
team

Chamber concert tonight
MUITa!, State University Faculty Chamber Music Concert
will be tonight at 8 p.m. in the performing arts hall. This will
feature "Trio for Viola, Vibraphone & Piano" award winning
composition by Hsiao-Lan Wang, with Dr. Stephen Brown coordinator.
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Murray Art Guild plans event
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March Birthdays
Mary 1 lamiltn,n Starch 2nd
Man Burkeen Starch rd
I ann. I. )r-r \larch 1rd
Alberta Donelson \larch 12th
Dons Rowland Starch 17th

Lennis Wyatt - March 22nd
Ora Jenkins - March 23rd
Wayne Williams - March 27th
Mildred Copeland - March 30th

The Leprechaun
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&(lint Stewart
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•

liollv Irvine
& leremv Bolls
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Jean Murdock, speaker, holds Bible.

Sarah Williams
I )revs Wooldridge
Lynn Stanley'
& Jamie Walker

Ncar misty stream in Ireland in the hollow of a tree
Ivive mystical magical kprechaurts who are clever as can be
With their pointed ears. and turned up toes
and little coats of green
the {erns-halms busily make their shoes
and try hard not to be seen.
UnIv those who really believe
have seen these little elves
And if we are all believers
We can surelv set,for ourselves

"Weave A Rug In a Day' is a new program of the Murray
Art Guild throughout the month of March. Participants may
sign up to take part in this special event. Debi Henry Danielson, executive director, said "The looms are warped and ready
to go. Materials are provided in several color choices. Schedule a time during regular Guild hours. Guild weavers will be
on hand to help participants have a successful weaving experience." To sign up call 753-4059 or murrayartguild@murrayky.net.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet

Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Tuesday and Thursday
at 8 p.m. at 1628 West Main St., Murray. next to St. John's
Episcopal Church. For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-4472004.

Health Express lists stop
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure checks, pulse checks and diabetes screenings today from 12:30 to 3 p.m. at One Stop in Hamlin.

CCHS

Club plans 'Meet the Lakers'

Calloway County High School Boys Diamond Club will
hold "Meet the Lakers" on Saturday:The annual Alumni/JV
baseball game will be at 11 a.m. The Intra-Squad game will
begin at 1 p.m. Everyone is welcome to attend. If you are an
alumnus interested in playing in the alumni game, contact
Coach Steven Smith or Jill Asher for more details. Entrance
is free.Concessions and Laker merchandise will be sold
during
the day's activities.

.
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Bass 'N Gals will meet Wednesday at 6 p.m. at Tom's
Grill. This is open to all ladies that enjoy fishing with no boat
needed, just enjoy the lake.
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AMVETS Auxiliary
reports on activities
planned at meeting
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Mr. and Mrs. Landon O'Neal Barrow Ken and Jo Wray
Shan Kacee Stonecipher and Landon O'Neal Barrow of Murray were married Saturday. Nov. 4, 2006, at First United
Methodist Church, Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Joe and Dana Stonecipher of
Murray.
The groom is the son of Mary Ann and Charlie Hargrove
and David and Brenda Barrow. all of Murray.
Rev. Richard Smith officiated at the ceremony.
Music was by Joan Bowker, Murray, organist, and Scott
Lowe, brother-in-law of the bride, soloist. The scripture was
read by Amy Hille, Fernandina Beach, Fla.
Shea Lowe of Murray. sister of the bride, was matron of
honor. and Meagan Rogers, Memphis, Tenn., was the maid of
honor. Bridesmaids were Stacey Stonecipher and Rebecca Boyd,
Nashville. Tenn.. Brittany Vaughn. Murray, and Abby Mitchell,
Efin, Tenn.
The flower girl was Sayde Lowe. daughter of Scott and
Shea Lowe.
Seth Barrowb rother of the groom. of Murray was best
man. Groomsmen were Grant Barrow, Kelly Overbey and Clint
Stewart. all of Murray. Sean Stonecipher, Nashville, and Josh
Sykes, Hazel.
Ushers were Scott Lowe and Ryan Houston, Murray, Graham Gobin. Dixon, and Brian Rothe, Madisonville. The ring
bearer was Will Carter, son of Tina and Phillip Carter.
Bell ringers were Bethany and Kristopher Fister, children of
Kenny and Renee Fister. and Caroline Barrow, daughter of
Clint and Christy Barrow.
A reception followed in the Christian Life Center of the
church. A fall theme was used in the decorations.
The bride earned a bachelor of science degree in mathematics from Murray State University and is currently employed
by the Calloway County Board of Education.
The groom earned a bachelor of science degree in horticulture from Murray State University and is self-employed.
After a honeymoon in Cancun. Mexico, the couple is currently residing in Murray.
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Mr. and Mrs. Lee Edwards of Cardinal Drive, Murray. are
the parents of a daughter. Lucy Ann Edwards, born on Sunday. Feb. 18. 2007. at 3:53 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed 7 pounds 6 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former Jenny Jackson. A brother is
Jackson Edwards and a sister is Lillian Edwards.
Grandparents are Johnny and Cindy Jackson of Wingo and
Dave and Priss Edwards of Benton.

Gavin Kyle Holt
Samuel Kyle Holt and Judith Amanda Garcia of Murray are
the parents of a son, Gavin Kyle Holt, born on Friday, Feb.
23. 2007, at 8:07 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 8 pounds 6 ounces and measured 21
inches.
Grandparents are David and Romaine Benton of Murray.
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Eastwood Christian Academy is currently holding registration for the 2007-2008 school
term.
The academy has both four
and five-year old kindergarten
classes as well as grades one
through 12.
Students who register before
March 31 will receive a discount.
The student body is a representation not only from Cal-

loway County, but also from
Henry County, Tenn., Marshall
and other neighboring counties.
Interested persons may call
the academy office at 7537744, to schedule an interview
and tour the facilities.
Eastwood is located at 2191
Ky. Hwy. 94 East, Murray.
Office hours are from 7:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m.

DANVILLE, Ky. — Will
Rall of Murray has been named
to the dean's list for the
fall term at Centre College.
This is an honor reserved
for students who maintain at

least a 3.60 grade point average.
Rail is the son of John
and Margaret Rail of Murray.
He is a graduate of Murray High School.

Mileage out of
Our Multi-Car Discount.

You'll Get a Lot of

If you drive two or more cars in your family, we may be able to
save you money. Call me... Stop by... Log on - it's your choice!

R
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REIDLAND,Ky. — A Relay
for Life Team Captain University meeting will be Saturday,
March 24, from 9 a.m. to 1
p.m. at Reidland Baptist
Church.
This event will be facilitiated by local American Cancer Society volunteers: Kathye
Aydlotte, LaCenter, member of
the Kentucky Relay For Life
Council, and Rosanne Radice,
Murray, chair of the National
Relay For Life Advisory team.
Captains will learn more
about how to motivate your
team; use new fund-raising
ideas, build a stronger team;
avoid team captain burnout.
For more information call the
American Cancer Society at 1aaJt RfifidilVtRd\

1:1 Nationwide'
On Your Side
Home

Lie

Alycia Watkins &
Stephen Janow
Allison Carman &
Shane Mize

re"Tv"

,
surance corn

Auto

Kela Craig &
Trent Travis

Holly Irvine &
Jeremy Bolls

Dale Willis
201 N.5th St.. Mur-ay
(270) 753-8485

The Store For The Ultimate Gift"
270-767-0007
400 Main St • Mon-Sat 10-530

Busfness

270-444-038, or Kathy M.
Hodge, chair of Relay for Life
of Calloway County at 7591884 or 436-2424.

VFW Membership

Freedom isn't free, and
millions of Americans have
paid the price for the
freedom we enjoy today.
Since 1899, the Veterans
of Foreign Wars has served
those who served America.
From writing veterans legislation and then leading the
fight to get it through
Congress, to community
projects that benefit all
Americans, the VFW is an
opportunity for veterans to
continue to serve.
Contact your local VFW
Post and ask what you can
do for your community.

VFW Post #6291
P.O. Box 827
Murray, KY 42071

753-5822

Naboneode Mutual Insurance Company and Affileated Comparan H•s4ne Office Columbus,
OH 43215-2220 13/05

CALLOWAY COUNTY
PRESC1-100L/WEAD START
SPRING REGISTRATION

er to benefit the conununity
service projects including Hoof
Beats of Hope and the National Program for March, 'Paws
with a Cause".
Hospital Chairman Nancy
Byford reported that her Valentine Dinner was a success raising close to $400 delegated to
St Jude's and Humboldt , Tenn.,
Veterans Home. She indicated
that St. Jude's will celebrate
its 50th anniversary this year
with a gala affair in the near
future.
Byford said "Auxiliary 45
has had several members to visit
and tour this facility, which
though a hospital, is so unlike
any other."
Chaplain Katha Caldwell
announced that she had sent
cards to the families of deceased
members and that donations
were
being made in their
memory, or Bibles presented.
Tennessee Department President Wincie Wright,(and auxiliary secretary) reminded the
group that the State Executive
Committee will meet at Post
45 on March 10. Representatives ot all Tennessee Posts
and Auxiliaries will be attending. She encouraged local participation. A steak dinner will
be held the preceding Friday
evening, March 9, along with
a fundraiser. There will be a
band on Saturday evening, followed by breakfast on Sunday
morning.

Relay for Life Team
Captain event planned

CONthid
Brooke Grace &
Brandon Riley

Friday, March 9
from 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

/Vow
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Eastwood Christian Academy
currently holding registration

Local student makes list

,
(Announcemenis
Lucy Ann Edwards
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Ken and Jo Wray of 148 SR 381, Sedalia, will celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary on Saturday, March 17, 2007.
The event will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at Sedalia Baptist
Church.
All relatives and friends are invited. The family requests
that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Wray were married March 16, 1957, at Water
Valley Baptist Church. Rev. Roy Shepard officiated. Their attendants were Roy and Loretta Linder.
Mrs. Wray is the daughter of the late L. Randal Laird and
MayBelle Owen Laird. She is a retired school secretary.
Mr. Wray is the son of Josephine Bell Wray and the late
Norman B. Wray. He is a retired school teacher and basketball coach.
Their children are Pat L. Wray and Penny W. Holt and the
late Tamara Jo Wray.
Mr. and Mrs. Wray have four grandchildren.

PARIS LANDING,Tenn. —
A major point of business at
the AMVETS Auxiliary 45
meeting on March 4 was to
appoint a nominating committee, first nominations will be
in April election in May.
President Angie Gardner
chaired the meeting with just
over half her officers present,
having been hit hard by health
issues with several excused,
and 18 members present.
A thank-you card was
received from the recipient of
a scholarship in February. Several pieces of correspondence
were shared from solditrs who
had received the Christmas
boxes the auxiliary sent. They
all expressed their appreciation
of the cards, treats, and various items that were included.
Kathy Suffern read a poem
sent by one soldier, that told
of the commitment made by
these young men and women,
and the price they and their
families sometimes pay.
Suffern gave us final details
of her 50's party scheduled for
March 24, which includes
Karaoke, a dance, and a special auction "Rent-a-Vet", which
will feature 10 of our local
veterans who are offering threehour work sessions to the highest bidder. The guys will do
garden work, clean your lawn,
do windows, paint, about anything outside primarily, can be
negotiated.
This will be a novel fundrais-
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If your child will be 3 or 4 yews old on or before October Isl. 2007 come and
register. You will need to bring the following with you

V Certified Birth Certificate
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V Proof of Income
(W-2's or Income Taxes for 2006)
V Insurance Card or Medical Card
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Your child does not need to be present
to register. Registration will be held at the
Preschool which is behind
the Calloway County High School

If you have any questions,
call the Preschool at 762-7410.
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Spring sewing project to begin

Photo proytOed
TOGETHERNESS: Girl Scout Troops 1105 & 1484 went camping together at Bear Creek
Lodge Pictured front row, from left, are Bnanna Ohnemus, Sarah Hodges, Ashley Dawson,
Allison VVells and Janae Smith, back row, from left. Hayley Warner, Tori Winchester, Morgan
Huston Crysatina Suarez and Erin McCallon

NECCO announces communitywide foster parent orientation
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It's 10 a.m.
Do you know where your old 401(k) is?

Sewing is one of my
daughters' favorite 4-H projects. They both have special
ladies that they work with
and have learned so much
more than even their mother
knows. I did not do the
sewing project as a 4-H
youth - my loss. I have
learned as an adult assisting
with the
project, but
I still am
not comfortable
teaching
my daughters by
myself;
therefore I
Extension am so
grateful for
Notes
the 4-H
By
Ginny Harper program
and the
Calloway
County Agent opportunity
for 4-H/Youth for them to
learn with
Development
others.
Spring Sewing Sessions
are set for March 5. 12, and
19 from 1 to 4:30 p.m. and
March 31 from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. Materials and patterns
are available at the Extension Office.
In the first year project
youth make a pair of shorts.
a skirt or a draw string bag.
We are asking each youth to
recruit an adult that might
teach them to sew one-onone in their home at their
own rate.
We have wonderful Master
Clothing Volunteers 1MCVsl
that will give the adult all
the necessary information so
that the youth will have a
project that meets the
requirements of the pudges
come April. MCVs will
also atisv.et any and all
questions as the youth and
adults work_
Clothing Projects are due
to he judged April 16 with
the Fashion Revue and Van-

We can help you bring it home. Call today
to find out how to rollover your 401(k)

1

Nancy Buchanan. FICF
Registered Representative
(270)767-0077
cell 270-293-1822

11.1

. E
Shelia Crouse. FICF
Registered Representatlye
.
--wv.
270-753-4741
cell 270-293-7197

WommENA

Barry Newsome
'stared Representatly.
270-753-3422
cell 270-804-1175

330 CC Lowry Drive
Murray. KY 42071

)tif'rf
:r.- IRA c
;Lie annuities IRA fixed
unties are offered and processed through
•
orriarn St .1.)rnaha NE 68102 877-664-3332
led subsidiary of Woodmen of the World Life
'
,
.roodmen
Life Insurance Snr tetv Mutual funds are
it affiliated with Woodmen ot tfie 'World Life Insurance
irt len Life Insurance Soelet, ..Oriable annuities and fixed
.•r r,t the ‘,/YorIci tife insurar ir cr Pty Omaha NE
jIJ. b 5

Investment Opportunities

Which
would you
choose...
The choice is obvious:
*Emphasis on Reading. Math and
Penmanship
•Canng. Chnstian Teachers
*Monday-Friday, 8 a.m. -12 n
•Extended Care availablitill.m.
•Affordable Tuition Rates

Moot
Call Today for More Information

Tel: 270.753.7744

lf I

Financial Solutions

A Daycare or the Highest Level of
Education for your 4a 5 year old?
Eastwood has over 25 years of experience and provides a safe, secure, and
well-disciplined environment that all
parents desire for their children.

ety Show being April 20 at
6:30 p.m. at Murray State
University Mason Hall.
Youth will model what they
made. We will also be entertamed by 4-H Specialty and
Club Acts. It will be a wonderful 4-H Show.
To register call Connie
Talent at 753-9894 or e-mail
at ctalent@wk.net. You may
also call the Extension
Office at 753-1452.
"Sewing is such a wonderful skill for young people
to have. As a retired math
teacher. I have loved helping
youth make items that they
will use. Math skills are
strengthened through sewing.
I have seen measurement
and spacial skills learned
through using a sewing
machine and putting a garment or project together,"
said Jo Farley, Master Clothing Volunteer.
The other Master Clothing
Volunteers are Connie Talentand Ann Cash. These Master Clothing volunteers have
received hours of instruction
and have obtained expertise
in clothing construction and
in teaching others this valuable life skill.
For more information on
4-H please contact Ginny
Harper at 753-1452 or visit
the Calloway County Extension Service at 310 South
Fourth St., Murray.
Upcoming 4-H Events:
-- 4-H Judging, Hippology, and Horse Bowl will be
meeting on Saturdays from
9:30 to 11:30 a.m. for
Juniors and on Wednesday
from 4 to 5:30 p.m.at the
Extension Office meeting
room for Seniors 14 to 18.
— Character Fusion 2007
is set for Saturday at the
Murray State University Curus Center 9 a.m. to noon.
The first 100 youth will
receive a T-shirt as they register. Calloway County 4-H
and Murray Calloway County
Champions will have funfilled booths for youth to
enjoy exploring character pillars of Trustworthiness.
Respect, Responsibility, Fairness, Caring and Citizenship.
The 4-H Booth still needs a
few teens and adults to
assist with the booth.
- The Dusty Spurs Horse
Club will meet ()Thursday'
at 6 p.m at the Extension
Office and will compete in
District Horse Bowl, Horse
Judging and Hippology Competition on March 15. Horse
Carnp applications will he
available at both ..these events
or at the Extension Office
upon request.
-- Area 4-H Communica-

tions' Day is set for Saturday at Mayfield Middle
School; 19 4-H youth from
Murray and Calloway County
will be competing in Speech
and Demonstration Contests.
— 4-H Purchase Area
Teen Retreat is set for
March 16 and 17 at Camp
WOW. The cost is $25 and
forms are due on March 6.
Eighth grader through high
school seniors are encouraged to participate.
— 4-H Dog Club is
meeting on March 17 from
1 to 3 p.m. at Wildwood
Farms.
— Shooting Sports Hunter
Safety Course is available on
March 15 and 16 at the
Expo Center from 6 to 9
p.m., and March 17 at the
fair grounds from 9 a.m. to
1 p.m.
— 4-H Livestock Judging
and Skillathon Team practice
on March 12 and 26 from 6
to 7 p.m.
— Dusty Spurs 4-H St.
Patrick's Day Dance March
17 from 7 to 10 p.m., $5
for couples $3 for individuals, no drugs or alcohol
allowed on premises. Parents
invited free.
— Center for Science and
Industry, Soil Conservation
and PTAs will have HandsOn Science Learning in our
Community from March 15
at MES and 16 at Southwest. March 28 at MMS and
March 29 at East. Additional
volunteers are needed each
day. Volunteers are needed
from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. If
you can help, give me a
Knitting will meet
secon and fourth Mondays at
the Extension Office from
3:30 to 4:30 p.m.
The Calloway County 4-H
Program ts a part at the
University of Kentucky, College of Agriculture and the
Cooperative Extension Service. Calloway County 4-H
Council receives funding
from the Murray Calloway
County United Way for programming. The Extension
Service is open Monday to
Friday 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
at 310 South Fourth Street.
Educational programs of
the Kentucky Cooperative
Extension Service serve all
people regardless of race,
color, age, sex, religion, disability, or national origin.
University of Kentucky, Kentucky State University. U.S.
Department of Agriculture.
and Kentucky counties, cooperating_
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Is Your Home Fabulous
Enough For

K(

Thibaut Fabric?
6.69184E PT 16.1

Staff

9isdesuour
Enjoy,?.Q' Off yam
rftr,
4tiOngi Macch
40$ S. 12th St. • 753-6361

Openings For New Clotho
Indtvidual, Smolt Business & Form Returns
Limited Openings• CoN Now!

753-6069

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
917 Coldwater Rd., Murray. KY 42071
Al returns ftled eiectronically.

Kindergarten classes
will fill up quickly...
Call for an appointment now!

Ammo'
School Program— April 271h (a 7 p.iii.

94 EMT•293-3816

Open 10Pune

Hain:
Tues. & Wed. 10-2
Than. & Fri. 10-2.54
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MISD board attends conference
Special to the Ledger
drug
use Kentucky,
Testing betore high school
among youth, including the
to measure college preparedthe ins and outs incumbent
ness. Managing school budgof
merging Ernie Fletcher,
ets from uncertain funding
school systems, spoke of their
sources. Assessing bus driver
effective super- e
and
safety training. Meeting multiintendent eval- secondary eduparent notification
lingual
uations, suc- cation goals for
requirements.
cessful
pro- 2008
and
These could have been
grams for gift- beyond.
among the headlines of a daily
ed and talentKSBA Presnewspaper covering the 71st
ed students and ident
Ed
Vinson
Pitmen
annual conference of the Kenpreventing Massey, a memtucky School Boards Associa- environmental accidents such ber of the Boone County Board
tion (KSBA). They represent as
mercury
of Education, said, "The board
only a portion of the research spills in school
members and administrators
and information Laura Pitman, science labs.
who gave up three days for these
Dr. Richard Crouch, and Mark
Participants
discussions will take ideas on
Vinson, MISD board members, heard national
improving schools and learnwere exposed to when they perspectives
ing back home. We learned,
took part in the KSBA con- from Jane Galwe shared and we recommitference Feb.23-25 in Louisville. lucci, president
ted ourselves at this conferAn estimated 1,100 school of the Nationence to doing whatever it takes
board members, superintend- al
School
to give every child the skills
ents, state officials and other Boards Associthey need to excel in school
education advocates participat- ation and Ken
and achieve in their lives."
Crouch
ed in the more than 50 ses- Kay, president
Kentucky law requires all
sions and workshops during of the Partnership for 21st Cen- school board members to
the conference. The topics, tury Skills, a consortium of receive annual professional
tied to the theme Kentucky Fortune 500 businesses focused development training. Many
public schools — Great Expec- on strengthening high school board members obtain a subtations, covered such areas as graduates' skills for today's stantial portion of their trainresearch into raising math jobs. Eight of the 10 candi- ing hours at the KSBA conscores, reducing alcohol and dates to become governor of ference.

MSU hosting Athena Festival
MSU News Bureau
Murray Stare University's
department of music will be
hosting the fifth biennial Athena
Festival March 6-9. The Athena
Festival is a weeklong celebration devoted to the studs.
and performance of music composed by women.
This year's events began
Tuesdaywith the Quad State
Junior Choral Festival and special guest composer Patsy Ford
Simms.
Tonight at 8 in the Performing Arts Flail, a chamber music
concert will be held by Mur-

ray State faculty, featuring "Trio
for Viola, Vibraphone &
an award-winning composition
by Hsiao-Lan Wang, with
Stephen Brown coordinating.
The Murray State Concert
Choir concert featuring the
AlmquO Award winning choral
compositions. "There is No
Rose," by Bonnie Miksch and
"Veni Sancte Spiritus," by Carol
Barnett, and conducted by
Bradley Almquist, will perform
at 8 p.m. on Thursday in Lovett
Auditorium.
At 3:30 p.m. on Fridayin
the Performing Arts Hall, Sigma
Alpha Iota will present a con-

cert of music by women composers.
A jazz concert directed by
Todd Hill will be held at 8
p.m. on Friday in Wrather Auditorium.
All concerts are free and
open to the University community and the general public. Detailed information about
the festival, the sessions, fea
tured personnel and perform
ances can be accessed through
the department of music's website,
at
http://www.murraystate.edu/chf
a/music/athena.htm.
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Photo provided
Pictured is Tory Daughrity, Executive Director of the Calloway County Chapter, accepting a
check from Don Fraher, human resources director at Pella Corporation. Also pictured are
Jeremy Phillips and Allen Hansen from Pella Corporation.

Pella sponsoring Ride for Red Cross Rally
Pella Corporation is a Red Sponsor for the
Town & Country Ride for Red Cross Motorcycle Rally and Poker Run set for Saturday.
June 2. Registration will begin at 9 a.m. and
first rider out of Town & Country Motorsports
will be at 10 a.m. All funds raised through
the Ride for Red Cross will go towards serv-

ice delivery such as local disaster relief in
Calloway County.
For more information on becoming a sponsor or to find out ways you can help the Red
Cross. contact the chapter at 270-753-1421 or
by e-mail at callowayredcross@murray-ky.net.

GARAGES,
INC.
BETTER BMWOperated
Since 1987
Family Owned And

Gush Service•Customer Satisfaction Is Our Goal!
loll !tee 5104-5;2-1-1:1
270-674-5530
Call Us For A:
No-Coat• No-Obligation • No Hassle • On Sete Consultation & Estimate

omplutclv trected, Including Concrete Floor,\ot Pre-tabs, Carpenter Built,
Qualiti Literial. Professional Craftsmanship I arger siic'. Available. Written lVarranti.
Deluxe Models w/vinyl siding

Deluxe Models wrhard siding

'• 2 CAR 112X20,
AR il8X20i

1 12 CAR 112X.'__

MSU rifle team coach,former Olympian
Hicks featured on 'Roundabout Murray'
Special to the Ledger
This week Roundabout Murray will feature
Morgan Hicks, Coach of the MSU Rifle Team.
Hicks will be discussing the team's upcoming
participation in the NCAA Rifle Championships
to be held on March 9-10 in Fairbanks, Alaska. The MSU Rifle Team has participated in
26 of the 27 championships sponsored by the
NCAA.
Jason Pittman, facilities manager for the
Regional Special Events Center, will be a featured guest on Roundabout Murray. Pittman
will be on hand to announce MSU's hosting
of the Doodlebops Concert on March 31 and
Larry the Cable Guy on March 15 at the RSEC.
The MSU Commencement on May 12 will also
be discussed on the broadcast, as well.
Keith Bailey. CEO of Murray-Calloway County Hospital, will also be a featured guest on
Roundabout Murray. Bailey will be present to

discuss Murray-Calloway County Hospital's new
labor and delivery unit, which is part of the
hospital's multi-phase expansion project. The
Women's Pavilion opened on Feb. 16.
Roundabout Murray is a weekly 30-minute
video magazine of Murray State University that
brings you up-to-date with area events. Every
week Jim Carter will bring you the accomplishments of the community with guest from
the local region.
Roundabout Murray airs Tuesdays and Fridays at 6 p.m. on MSU TV-11. Roundabout
Murray also airs on CW Wednesday nights at
11:30 p.m., on New Wave in Murray (Channel 19) Sundays at 8 a.m. and noon. on Murray Electric System (channel 15) Wednesdays
at 6 p.m., and MediaComm serving the cities
of Murray, Mayfield, Benton and Calvert City
and the counties of Calloway. Graves and Marshall on Wednesdays at 5 p.m.

2 CAR 118X201
LARGE CAR 122X221
2 1 2 CAR e24X24)
LARGE 2 1 2 CAR 24X301
24X36,
LARGE 3 CAR t 30X30
101

57,575
57 995

'2-5
•

' 2 CAR 124X24,
LARGE 2 1 2 CAR 124X301
LARGE 2 1 2 CAR 124X36)

S8075
510
$11 075
514.875

LARGE 3 CAR 130X30)
130X40

57 975
58 375
58 475
$9 175
$10 975
511,475
S15 275

Brick • Stone • Hardwood Covering Also Available
Visit Us At: www.bbgarages.com
Serving Western Kentucky. Western Tennessee, Southern Illinois
Financing Available -0% Down. Low Monthly Payments
411=7,
U.=

Tap into the money.

Korean film shown at Cinema International
Staff Report
Murray State University's
Cinema International program
continues Thursday through Saturday with Spring, Summer,
,Fall. Winter ... and Spring. a
2003 film from South Korea and
Germany. The film is Korean
. with English subtitles, and is
rated R.
Set to the Buddhist philosophy of natural order, the movie
follows a boy apprenticed to
a monk over 10-year intervals
that covers innocence to yearn, ing, romance, tragedy. repentance and, ultimately. wisdom.
The film stars Oh Young-Soo.

Kim Jong-ho and Seo JaeK yeong.
The pubic is invited to attend
all films and there is no charge

for admission. Films begin at
7:30 p.m. in the Curtis Center Theater.

'Service After Sale
'Full Parts Dept
'Locally Owned &
Operated

MURRAY APPLIANCE
212 I .

Feet • 753-15S6

"MIGHTY MEN OF GOD
VALOR & COURAGE
CONFERENCE
with DR. PAUL FREED
All

20-Year Fixed Rate

Home Equity Loan

Get a U.S. Bank Home Equity Loan today.
• No closing costs
• No points
• No fees
• Low Rates with Five Star Service Guaranteed

How many stars does your bank have?

hosted by

-First BapWifeh
203 South 4th St.

IMbank.

Murray, Ky.

March 9-10

Five Star Service Guaranteed(p.)

usbank.com 1 888-444-BANK (2265)
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MCCH Celebrates March as National
Colorectal Cancer Awareness Month
More than 148,000 men and
women will he diagnosed with
olorectal cjfler Ot those.
inure than 56.0(X) will die trom
the disease, which is preventable, treatable and beatable it
diagnosed in its earliest, most
,urable stage, March is National ( olorecial Canter Awareness Month and organizations
11.1114/11 1.ildt:

Ilk hiding

( sillowJy ( WIlly
J01311111101
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alarming stall AIL..
I he t. ant er Re.earch and
cc enti v e hmridation togeth
141111 it, founding partner,
Mc American Society for (ia,
nte,tinal 1.114.1054. oily. I oun
dation for I)ige,tive Health and
Nutrition .111.1 the National Col
ci. ta I
(•aric et Roundtable
wined 14,14.151 lesii.ii.iic Sled]
National ( olorec tal ( Lin, Cr
N.1 .A11111
I th

ot this initiative are to generate widespread awareness about
colorectal cancer and to encourage people to learn more about
prevention of the disease
through regular screenings and
a healthy lifestyle.
Colorectal cancer is cancer
that occurs in the colon or rectum. Sometimes it is called
colon cancer. for short. Colc4ectal cancer is the second
leading cancer killer in Kentucky and the United States,
hut it doesn't have to be. Those
who are at risk for colorectal
cancer include men and women
who are age 50 and older, people with J personal family history of colorectal cancer or
beingii colorectal polyps. peovsith a personal or family
Ii istory 01 inflammatory bowel
disease people with a faintly
lii A1'ra. of iiiherited colorectal

cancer, people who use tobac- al Fecal Occult Blood Test
co, people who are obese and/or (FOBT) annually; Flexible sigsedentary, and anyone who has moidoscopy every five years;
symptoms that include rectal
a colonoscopy or double conbleeding, abdominal discomfort,
trast barium enema every five
change
in
bowel
pain, bloating,
to
ten years; digital rectal exam
habits, iron deficiency, anemia
every five to ten years at the
and unexplained weight loss.
Colorectal cancer primarily time of each screening sigmoiaffects men and women aged doscopy, colonoscopy, or bar50 years or older.. For men, ium enema.
colorectal cancer is the third
Murray-Calloway
County
most common cancer after
prostate cancer and lung can- Hospital is providing handouts
cer. For women, colorectal can- and pamphlets on colorectal
cer is the third most common cancer in front of the MCCH
cancer after breast cancer and cafeteria to promote awareness
lung cancer. If everybody age and serve as helpful reminders
511 or older had regular screen- to begin screenings for those
ing tests, at least one-third of
who may be at risk. For more
deaths from this cancer could
information
about colorectal
be avoided. Those that are 50
the
MCCH
years of age or older should cancer, call
start screening now. Options Endoscopy Department at 270for screening include: Annu- 762- I 167.

Obesity surgery tripling with teens
By LINDSEY TANNER
AP Medical Writer
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Diet surgery rises
The number of teenagers
undergoing banatnc procedures
increased more than 3-fold from
2000 to 2003

Surgery
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obesity surgery in
200 or a rate 01 0 2 percent.
the study found
Researchers at Robert Wood
Johnson Medical School in New
Bruns% k, N . and Cincinnati Children s Hospital Medical Center Allah. zed .1 data
UlkierWeTli

base of I s hospital patients.
Obesity surgeries in children
dunng the eight-year period
ard adults in 2003 were included in the analysis.
The study appears in Monday's Archives' of Pediatrics &
Adolescent Medicine.
About 5 percent of children
and adults had major complications. mostly respiratory problems. Children spent an average of about 12 days in the
hospital in 2003. versus 3.5 days
for adults. Total hospital charges
also were lower for pediatric
patients. $30,894 per patient
versus 1,36.056 for adults.
The youngest patients were
age 12. but most were older
teens. Eric Decker was one of
them. In 2(X13. at age 17, he
had gastric bypass surgery.. the
most common obesity operation in teens and adults.
"1 was 5-foot-8 and 385
pounds... Decker said.
He had struggled with his
weight since he was It. and

HMV OS YOU:

T IN
THE

said he had tried just about every
diet, but nothing worked.
Obesity surgery was a last
resort for Decker. and doctors
say it should be for overweight
teens. Decker had no major
surgery complications. A year
and a half later, he was down
to 185 and says he has stayed
there through diet and exercise.
"It's definitely a painful surgery." said Decker, a student
at the University of South Carolina. It also requires drastic
changes in eating habits, he said.
"I don't regret it because it's
something that I felt needed
to he done for my health."
Study co-author Dr. Thomas
Inge attributed the surge in
teen operations to publicity
about celebrities having obesity surgery, including pop singer
Camie Wilson and broadcaster Al Roker.
The numbers contrast with
an estimate in January from
the Agency for Healthcare
Research and Quality, which
reported that 349 youngsters
aged 12 to 17 had obesity surgery in 2(94.
The new study included children up to age 19. which
accounts for the higher number, said lead author Dr Randall Burd of Robert Wood Johnson Medical School.
Burd said the numbers of
youngsters undergoing obesity
surgery likely has continued to
rise along with adults having
the surgery.
The American Society for
Bariatric Surgery estimates that
last year. there were 177,6(X)
obesity surgeries, up from
20.500 a decade ago and
1(13.21X) in 2003. The organization doesnct have a breakdown on the number of pediatric operations. If it has kept
pace with adults, the number
of obesity surgeries in teens
likely would climb well past
1.000 this year.

Every shot true, every pass crisp, every
dribble, every squeak, every cheer and all
the action - pumped right into your Family
room for the ultimate college basketball
viewing experience. This is March Madness°
the way it was rneont to be watched.
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Photo provided
PATCH (Purchase Area Tobacco Coalition for Health) and the
Coalition for Clean Air Murray recently recognized
McDonaldsls for being a smoke-free restaurant and providing
a healthy and safe environment for patrons and workers. A
complete list of Murray restaurants is available by Calling
Megan Cody 1-888-245-3902. Pictured are Jeremy Coleman
and Tricia Valentine.

Fitness, health
should be '100
percent fad free'
By ANNE NEWBERRY,
RD, LD
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital
Diet fads come and go,
and some may help you lose
weight. in the short term.
These fad diets work by
simply restricting calories.
According to the Murray
Area Nutritionists Association, you can lose weight on
virtually any diet. But the
question is. can you maintain
a healthy lifestyle over the
long term.
Not many people can
stick with a fad diet for
very long, nor should they,
as they can be harmful to
overall health. The real key
is two-fold.
One is to focus on your
overall health by following
practical nutrition guidelines
and making informed food
choices.
The second is to
develop sound physical activity habits. The following
messages help us all to
enjoy a "1(K0% Fad Free
lifestyle.Develop an eating plan
for lifelong health.
Get
back to basics and use the
new Dietary Guidelines for
Americans and MyPyramid
as your guide to healthy eat-
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Ida Patrick • Richard Reed
408 South 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-7665

Ear, Nose & Throat of Murray
Complete Ear, Nose & Throat Care
Including the Treatment of Hearing
Loss and Ringing in the Ears
No Referrals Required
Most Insurance Accepted

Dr. Phillip Klepper

Beverly Jones - Audiologist
Patricia Mapper RN - Hearing Aid Specialist

newwavecom.corn

NEWAVE
ommuNic ArioNS

1 -888-8NEWWAVE
World class communications delivered
your neighbors at NewWave

ing.
Choose foods sensibly by
looking at the big picture.
A single food or meal won't
make or break a healthful
diet. When consumed in
moderation in appropriate
portions, all foods can fit
into a healthful diet.
Learn how to spot a food
fad. Claims that eating (or
not eating) specific foods,
.
nutrient supplements, etc may
cure disease or offer quick
weight loss should make you
suspicious.
Find your balance betweenfood and physical activity.
Regular physical activity is
important for your overall
health and fitness, plus it
helps control body weight.
promotes a feeling of wellbeing, and reduces the risk
of chronic diseases.
Food and nutrition misinformation ,can have harmful
effects on your health, as
well as your wallet. Registered dietitians are your most
credible and valuable source
of timely, science-based
information that will help
you develop a diet plan that
meets your individual needs.
As March is National
Nutrition Month, the American Dietetic Association says
the most effective long-term .
way to achieve a healthful
lifestyle is to be "100% Fad
Free.-
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Turn Your Tax Return Into

Get in the Game... with HDTV service
From NewWave Communications.
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May 11, 20113: KAMM reports lhat•Mew ambassador, whom he does not name.
went to Niger in 2002 to investigNe If Saddam Hussein sought large amounts of
uranium from Africa. The column says the ex-ambassador reported to VW CIA and
State Department that the uranium story was wrong and based on forged documents.

July is: The Times pureishes an opinion piece by Joseph WilSOn !Merl
July 14: Columnist Robert Novak reports that WIL,011.‘ wite is a CIA
What I Dicln I Rind in Africa" end he appears on NBC s Meet the Press." operative on weapons of mass destruction end that two senior
Wdson said he noubied Iraq had obtained uranium liom Niger recently
administration officials. Whom Novels does not name said she suggested
arti thought Di,
* Ctienriv a offitu
Ur ,4 the results of his trip
sewing NW thiSbaild to Niger to investigate the uranium story.

PUBLISHED

MARC GROSSMAN. UNDERSECRETARY OF STATE

Libby guilty
on four
• counts
ormer White House
aide I. Lewis -Scooter
Libby was found guilty on
four of five charges of
obstruction, perjury and lying
to the FBI in an invesbgation
into the leak of CIA operative
Valerie Plame's identity to
reporters in 2003

May 29: Libby asks
Grossman for
information about the
ambassadors travel
to Niger Grossman
reveals Joseph
Wilson's identity.

June 11 or 12: Grossman tells Libby that Wilson's wife
works at the CIA and that State Department personnel
are saying she was involved in Manning the trip A
senior CIA officer gives him dirtlier inforniabon
MATTHEW COOPER TIME MA

2003 events under scrutiny
;;.E PORTER

July 11: Kart Rove tees Cooper Met Moon's
vide works for the CIA tvIlhout naming her. —

July 12: Libby speaks to Cooper and confirms that he has heard
that Wileon's vale was involved in sending Wilson on the trip.

I. LEWIS'SCOOTER" UBBY, VICE PRESIDENT'S CHIEF OF STAFF

F

Juno 11:
Cheney
advises Libby
that Wilson's
wife works at
the CIA.

June 23: Libby meets
with Miller During the
meeting, Miller says,
he tells her that
Wilson's wife might
work at a CIA bureau.
Libby denies that.
JUDITH MILLER

isly 6: Libby meets
with Ma and tells
her that he believes
Wilson's wife works
for the CIA. Libby
denies telling her
that

July 10: Libby calls Russert to complain about a
colleague's news coverage At the end of the converse-bon, Libby says. Russert tells him that 'all the reporters
know'that WiIson's wife works at the CIA Libby says
he was surpnsed hear that Russert denies saying rt

Sept. 26:
Start of.
cnminal
investigation

Oct. 14, Nov. 26:
Libby is
interviewed by
FBI agents

INVESTIGATORS

TiM RossERT, sa3c k;E:trvz--i v.,ASHitv.','ON :)C BOREAL, CHIEF

";MES REPORTER

DICK CHENEY,VICE PRESIDENT
RICHARD ARMITAGB.DEPUTY SECRETARY OF STATE

• on
▪
•

•

Publication of related story
Journalist

July
Armitage tells
Novak about
Wilson

June 13: Armitage tells
Woodward about Valerie
Plane Woodward
records the conversation

Department of Justice

July 9: Rove confirms Wilson's
information for Novak

ROBERT NOVAK. SYNDICATED

1111 Administration official
▪

KARL ROVE.PRESIDENT BUSH'S CHIEF POLITICAL ADVISER

ROBERT tBOB) WOODWARD

a

N3TON POST ASSISTANT MANAGING arroPt.
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III Libby fate ...
From Front
ed justice and lied under oath. We wish
that it had not happened, hut it did."
Juror Denis Collins today summed
up the dilenuna that he and his associates faced behind closed doors.
-There was a frustration that we
were trying someone for telling a lie
apparently about an event that never
became important enough to file
charges anywhere else,- he said on
ABC's "Good Morning America."
"I would hope that the message sent
by this jury shouldn't be that big a message,- he said.
Libby's fate remains unclear. He
faces up to 25 years in prison when he
is sentenced June 5, but his federal sentencing guidelines are much lower. His
awyers promised to ask for a new trial
d said they'll ask that Libby remain
ee while any appeals are fought.
"We have every confidence Mr.

Libby ultimately will be vindicated,"
defense attorney Theodore Wells said.
He said Libby was "totally innocent
and that he did not do anything wrong."
And then there's the lingering question of whether Bush will pardon
Libby, as the president's father did in
1992 for former Reagan administration
officials caught up in the scandal that
grew out of arms sales to Iran and the
diversion of proceeds to the Nicaraguan
rebels.
Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid,
D-Nev., immediately called on Bush
not to pardon Libby. The White House
wouldn't say what the president might
do.
"I'm aware of no such request for a
pardon," presidential spokeswoman
Dana Perino said."As is afforded to all
Americans, there is a process that is followed in which to apply for a pardon.
And I don't think that speculating on a
wildly hypothetical situation at this

time is appropriate."
In a written statement, Cheney
called the verdict disappointing and
said he was saddened for Libby and his
family too. "As I have said before,
Scooter has served our nation tirelessly
and with great distinction through
many years of public service."
The trial centered on several weeks
in mid-2003, when Wilson began discussing publicly a report he drafted that
contradicted a key Bush administration
reason for invading Iraq. Cheney and
Libby were eager to undercut Wilson,
and several witnesses recalled discussing Wilson's wife with Libby.
Libby told investigators that he forgot all about those conversations and
was surprised to learn Flame worked
for the CIA from NBC newsman Tun
Russert. Fitzgerald said that was a convenient story concocted to shield Libby
from prosecution for mishandling classified information. Russert testified

they never discussed Plame.
being made a scapegoat for Rove.
-There was a tremendous amount of
Libby was convicted of one count of
obstruction of justice, two counts of sympathy for Mr. Libby on the jury. It
perjury to the grand jury and one count was said a number of times,'What are
of lying to the FBI. He was acquitted of we doing with this guy here? Where's
one count of lying to the FBI.
Rove? Where are these other guys?"
-We cannot tolerate perjury. Truth is Collins said. "I'm not saying we didn't
what drives our judicial system. If peo- think Mr. Libby was guilty of the things
ple don't tell the truth, the system can- we found him guilty of. It seemed like
not work," Fitzgerald said outside court he was, as Mr. Wells put it, he was the
Tuesday. "Having a high-level official fall guy."
Another juror, Jeff Comer, said he
lie under oath is just something that can
can only recall that idea coming up
never be accepted."
Jurors decided Libby could simply once.
Though the criminal case is over,
not be believed. It was not plausible,
they said, that Libby forgot nine con- Wilson and Flame have a civil lawsuit
pending against Libby, Cheney,
versations about Flame.
"There were good managerial type Armitage and others. Wilson praised
people on this jury who took everything the Libby verdict.
"Convicting him of perjury was like
apart and put it in the right place,"
Collins said. -After that, it wasn't a convicting Al Capone of tax evasion or
Alger Hiss of perjury,- Wilson said. "It
matter of opinion. It was just there."
Collins said he was intrigued when doesn't mean they were not guilty of
Wells raised the idea that Libby was other crimes."
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Over 3 Million Kentucky
Winners Last Year!
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$1,200 REBATE
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plus 6 months same as cash'
when you purchase any qualifying Trane XU system
between March 8 and May 31, 2007.
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The revolutionary Trane CleanEffectshe is the
first central air system that removes up
to 99 98% of the allergens from all the
air that it heats or cools And now
through May 31, 2007, you can get a
rebate up to $1200 when you
purchase one Isn't it time you
expected more from your system?
iTnenEftects;

Uke TWo Systems In One.., Which Saves You Money!

POWERBALL,
IT'S NEVER SMALL.

Trane's X119i is like having two systems in one. On most days, it runs efficiently
at low speed for maximum savings. But when it's extremely hot, the unit
switches to the larger compressor to provide even greater comfort

Expect more from your independent Trane dealer.

Call
•
ilium

1-888-872-6321

It's Hard To Stop .4 Anne'

REBATE UP TO a MAXIMUM OF 11200it AVAILABLE ON OuALiFtING SYSTEMS ANO ACCESSORIES ONLY AND MAY VARY DEPENDING ON MOOFIS
PURCHASED IWAILABLE tHROUGH PARTICIPATING DEALERS ONLY VOID WHERE PROHIBITED '6 Mona» Sam, AS CWVIS Months Deterred Payment
Risme Owen accrue from ths SO of sat unless Me Same AS Cash Man Wane a Pied in tull prior to Me Same Si Cash eteralSon date in welch case they
elelPed RNA1* creel lime apply afar the Same As Cash penal seen Anneal Pwcantege Rate 17 90% alleinurn Pearce Charge $290 (04Pa end
allrensum Roses Charge mere be loser in some Pees V Tenn. subset to chines without notiO1 WW1 PO mon ammo See Account Agreement tor
Complete ,MOrmitiOn and Important disclosures Dee, open and and clowidend creel piens may be potable ape pow eu maps At cmiii puns popori
to Miffwi owe policies Non Rebate up to $I 20)5 dependent eon seem Ourcheed
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Indonesian jet
crash, bursts into
flames; 21 killed
`i(Xil•Alis,AR 1 .A, Indonesia
r AP) A pasked Jetliner srashlanded and erupted in flames
(oda!, killing at least 21 people trapped inside the burning
wreckage More than 115 othels essaped thritugh emergency
ekitS J• Nal k smoke billowed
hehind thew, aittiarals and t.t. attasses said
NalItlak its .aid the Boeing
•
401.101x:rated h> the national saltier. (1.11 Lida. NhaNkk N.110as
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MAY THE BID BE WITH YOU

An auction house worker, center, weanng the onginal cloak of the Star Wars movies Obi-Wan Kenobi's character, is seen no
to other costumes, dunng a media presentation ahead of an auction in central London. More than 400 movie, television, a
theater costumes were up for auction Tuesday at Bonhams in London, in what the British auction house is -6alling Britain!"
.
r.
largest such sale. The Jedi Master's cloak brought in $104,000 from an anonymous donor,
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Plane catches fire
An Indonesian redone* carrying 140
people burst into flames as it
landed at an airport on Java island
Wednesday killing at least 20
0 30Orra
THAI VIET
;
300 km l
South

Chow
.sea

• Mall( So in as Man.
\

(a natlas (It Nev.. 1 ear
a let ith1111111eled lallk a the sea,
killing all 102 people on board
Weeks later. .1 plane ht,,he .apart
,an landing. though there ‘,.c.te
,
\ha iii 19 orcigners at CR'
r, hoard 1,,(1.o.., Hight nom
lakatta. nine at them A ti,
Italians
I orcien
%thirster
Alexander Downer said five ant
rlie rime sill t la Cal the tare V.1111
MIMIC,

AP
Rescuers carry the bodies of
victims from a
Garuda
Indonesia Airways jetliner
which caught fire upon landing at Adisucipto airport in
Yogyakarta Indonesia today
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it got dark. objects started
fliting around, people started
ss reaming I remember that I
kept sool thinking mik about
essaping. ['tithing else... he said
-A lire started three air tour
Neal5 in front of rite. on the
right hand side of the plane
1:Nerone started screaming A
woman behind me kept pushing me and sa!ong, 'Go, go,
go..- he said "Luskily. I was
t. lose to the emergent.!! exit
arid I lumped out, together with
many tither people We landed on mud and grass Soon.
all anther explosion tollowed
• •ther the second explosion,
I didn't see more people jumping tint of the plane
President Sua.alai Bambang
ludho‘ono ordered an investigation. appointing the securit minister to look into possihle mimes hnis at sauses. said
spokesman Andi Mallarangeng,
in an apparent reference to sab.itage
It took more thaii two hours
to put out the fire
11-he Australians iin hoard
Aete diplomat'. stall and journalists t1/4
lACIIC traxeling trom
Jakarta. ahead art
\ustialia s I tireign ...Milts minister
anti
\fit
tieneral
Philip Iturldosk. who had been
due to attend a tunstion later
‘AcrInesdas Neither I
v,,i,
ah,ard the stricken plane
Bossard said he had no inlirt
militia tout pia% was suspest
eat
I hase Ilakl let cia ell an!,
ads 1,. e suggesting it was an tinny tither than a uragia. att. I
ha' ii'tat reporters
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After quick wedding,
groom runs over bride
I I Ala Ill) I \Pt
It wasti t the most romanti, rq
hr MCS TM Sin,
00111 Is Ill
1'01
at ass used ot using tr ruin
.)t.c.a tut. ;lc sit wile Aiwa aN eel
Chat wedding in I as Vegas
Vac has e a as cabling k et
Wt.ate tor a Marsh) 4th the
were 0111 hones mooning when
he ran her over.. said Lt Paul
Jawsa_ ak a spokesman for the
Salt I ake Counts sheriff .•
Polite rest-used an emer
all Mondas from sonic
gen.
.rne reporting a simple tight
trig in a s al as they traseled
rm Highland Drise. about III
mile• southeast tat Salt I.ake
its Katie Nlartindalc. 2t)

appal'entl, gttt klall at the sar
arid staned to walk tiK AN when
Janie. ()twine.
. drose oft
the road and hit her with the
sar. pushing her Milk a snow
hank. laro.u...ak Nara.
Slarturelale was not senous
Is injured hut might has e a
broken leg. .larostak said
1wine was hooked into the
county rail for insestigation of
charges of aggrasated assault
with a vehicle, the lieutenant
said lie has not had a
appearance Autbanties said
they did not know whether he
had an attorney
Roth have jail records and
are "well known to the cheriff•s office.- he said
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SECTION B

East Elementary School celebrates Dr. Seuss week
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times Photos
Students at East Elementary School enjoyed an
assembly program Friday afternoon designed to celebrate Dr. Seuss Week,serve as a send off for the
school's chess and academic teams to regional competition and introduce a large number of accelerated
readers. The program consisted of rewards and
recognitions and entertainment in many forms. The
Calloway County Middle School Step Team (top left)
performed as did East students offering an interpretation of Dr. Seuss'"Many Colored Days"(bottom
center). There were also guest appearances by the
Calloway County High School cheerleaders(bottom
left) and "Thing 1" and "Thing 2"(below).

MSU team wins second place
In a recent Kentucky state
tournament
Murray
State
University's Student Debate
Union Travel Team won second
place debate sweepstakes and
second place grand sweepstakes. Murray State students
also celebrated several individual wins. Because of its great
success at the state tournament,
the team will attend the national
competition at Central Michigan
University in March.
Participating students from
Murray State include:
— R. Joseph Spinks, junior
from Peewee Valley, Ky., and

member of Hester College.
placed first as novice debate
speaker. Spinks is a history
major.
— Megan Parks,junior from
Symsonia, Ky., and member of
Hester College, placed fourth as
novice debate speaker. Parks
majors in chemistry.
— April Payne, senior from
Franklin, Tenn., and member of
Regents College, placed third in
informative speaking. Payne,
the president of the Student
Debate Union, is a organizational communications major.
— Mike McLaurine, junior

from Louisville, Ky., and member of White College,remains in
the top 10 for debate for two
years running. He is an also an
organizational communication
major.
— Jesse Townsend, from
Hardinsburg, Ky., and member
of Hart College,and McLaurine,
his debate partner, placed in preliminary rounds. Townsend's
major is organizational communication.
Crystal Coleman is the sponsoring faculty member of the
Student Debate Union.

Meal Management class
announces spring dining dates
The meal management laboratory class in the nutrition,
dietetics and food management
program at Murray State •
University will begin hosting its
weekly luncheons on March 14.
Each week a different student
serves as the Oakley manager,
and is responsible for the planning and production of the meal.
The manager is also tasked with
advertising the menu by designing and publishing a web page,
which is posted on the Oakley
Dining Room's website a week
before the meal. Other students
in the class are responsible for
preparing and serving the meal
as instructed by the manager.
A specific theme is given to
each meal, with prices ranging
from $6.50 to $7 per person.
Each meal includes a dessert
and beverages.
Upcoming meals are: March
14, "Food from the Dominican
Republic:" March 28,"Soc Hop
from the 50s;" April 4, 'Take
Me Out to the Ballgame:" April
11,"A Special Look at Brooklyn
Pizza:" April 18,"Spring Lunch
on the Patio:" and April 25,
"Hawaiian Luau." Meals are
served at 11:30 a.m.
The purpose of the meal
management class is to meet
educational goals for students
while providing a healthy, appetizing lunch to customers. The
meals, excluding dessert, provide no more than 1000 calories
and meet the Dietary Reference
Intake recommendations, with
20-35 percent of the calories
from fat, which is primarily
unsaturated fat. Customers have
a choice of regular or light

dessert.
The Oakley Dining Room
has seating for 40 or fewer people, so reservations are required.
Call(270)809-3387 during nor-

taker,
usoleum ctillwus tif
Quality Workmanship & Conipetit4

'Darnell Monumen s
227 Fox Rd.(Off Hwy. 58 Formerly Hwy.8o)
Mayfield, KY 42066
.
41F,
270-247-8858

mal business hours to make
reservations.
Visit
http:Hwww.murraystate.edu/aca
dernics/hshs/ntn/Oaldey.htm for
menu details and recipes.

270-247-0399(home)
Jeff& Cindy Darnell - Owners

PLEASE BE OUR GUEST...

Hear Christ Proclaimed
March 1 1 th - 16th
Phillip Shumake

HEAR YE! HEAR YE!

44 West

Everyone Is Welcome...
Bring Your Bible and Let Us Reason Together...
Truth Does Not Fear Investigation...
Don't Let Someone Else Do Your Thinking For You!!

641

Murray H.S.

Sunday A.M. Bible Study
Sunday A.M. Worship
Sunday P.M. Worship
Monday thru Friday

10:00 a.m.
10:50 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.

West Murray Building

Holiday Dr.

WEST MURRAY CHURCH OF CHRIST
Corner of Doran Rd. and Holiday Drive in Murray, KY
Take 94 West(Main St.) to Doran Rd. turn left, go past Murray High School,
4th Street on left is Holiday Dr.
II

•••
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inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monda iSho in Guide)
$8.25 Column

S825 First Day -20 words or less
Over zp wards 3.50 each
Additional Consecutive 1101lays: 5,11 per worci per day.
for Chopper(Mon Classifieds go into Shoming Guide)
III 00 extra II blind bolt ad-
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
Legal
Notice

Legal
Nonce

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTI *I'KY
tyd'sroN‘VEALTH OF KENTUCKY

COURT OF JUSTB

l'OURT OF JUSTICE

•ALLOWAY CIRCl'IT 313.R1
Civil Action No 0641-00462

('ALLOWAY CIRCUIT l'OURT
Ciol Action 'No 06-CI-00468

• •I 'NTRYW'IDE HOME LOANS INC ,
N

America's Wholesale Lender and Mortgage

NAL MC )RT4;A(

PLAINTIFF

COMPANY

• • iT ,,N1( Registration Sy.sterne
VS NOTICE OF SALE
VS NoT10E OF SALE
PACI. A CAMFIELD
• • .R. ,k.

CRYSTAL CAMFIELD

BALES

iINETTE GRAVES-BALES,

MORTGAGE ELECTFOINIC REGISTRATION

Defendant. Spout.. of Lowell Patterson
21810
N , Nemher

• 1

BY virtue of a Final Judgment and I hder of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
....irt on February. 13 2007, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale

.,•1...• (a Judgment and (der of Sale entered by the
.rt d..lenuary 23. 2007. In the above cause. I shall proceo:

it the (Ourthouse disc in the City of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky, to the

• 1 oorttonias- door in the City of Murray. Calloway County h. •
2•.. st 1.1.1der at public auction on Friday, March 23. 21807. at th.
.

bighest bidder at publiy auction on Friday. March 16, 2007. at the hour of 10 00
., rn

al tane or thereabout, the following described property 'Ow ,+tril
•,
calve, Kentucky, and more particularly dera-nbed as follow.
'lidoon of a tract of land situated in the Town if Hazel, l'ount,
State it Kentucky bong a part of the Southwest thi Of Section :44

I

DEFENDANTS

SYSTEMS INC . AS NOMINEE

Range 4 East and being further dencnbed a.. follows

a-al time or thereabout, the following described property located in

'allow ay Count% Kentucky with its address being 4011 State Street. Hazel, KY
120411 and more particularly described as follows
legal If...Tipton] of a tract of land situated in the City. of Hazel, County of
allowav State of Kentucky being apart of Block 17 of the plat of the town of
Iliitel of record in Deed Book 1 Page 445 and being further described as follows:

idrig on the South aide of C 'allowa, Street which said Is-ginning point
Northwest OTC?' of a tract f land deeded to Hazel I ornin unit, Center
;all:more et al dated the 16th day of Januan. I9771 and rtsord...1
rofi.n. in Book 154. Cabinet I Drawer 6, Card 1422 Al the office if the I ors
t the C Aff..way County Court Thence, in a Southerly direction along the west
propert‘ line of the above described property 150 feet to a point thence in a
Nester!, direction 60 feet to a point thence in e Northerl, direction 150 feet
tint who fi la the South side it Calloway Street thence Along • ...ttow a,
•eet Ii • test to the point ..1 beginning

Beginning at ki ' diameter rehar set 95 wod of the centerline of the West
Kentucky-Tennessee Railroad WKT Railroad , being the west line of Fourth
Street and 311 north of the centerline of State Line Road .Kentucky Highway
,93, the w.utheast corner if the herein described tract,
frorn and parallel to the centerline of State Line Road south 76 deg
diameter rehar set the southeast corner of the Ray
Lass:ter property

:7 I'S west n,i 00 to a

-lb Iii deg I o 24 west 115.00 to a

the:

diameter rebar set in the sou'.!-

•regoing described property is rsoid subject Si' a Kander, sew. • •
1 to 10-4 it of Hazel Kentucky more particularly described
• g.onlog at a point located on the south right it wan lane of I I oil,
CO ',7 west of the northeast corner of the school tract, thence. foliowirig • •
oenterline 'it said easement Routh 1 deg 10 04- west 41579 to a point locateel ii
• h. h, ti right of was line of Barnett Street and 11.1181 east nI the ...tills...1st
'rye, , ,t the school tract said easement is 111 wide and hi-s -• on either sob- 31
• ..•
•••• deacnbed centerline " AND ALS1.) there is another sar,itar,

diameter rebar set in the west
r. r'..
-1..g VI 39" east 103 IS) to a
die 1 Fourth Street located 95 west of the centerline of WKT Railroad,
t

wIth the 'sod line 4,f Fourth Street myth 1/0 deg 06 46" east 115 100 lv

the

beginning

.ser...33 as recorded in Deed Rook 121 Page 12.4 lying East ot and ad, . • •
'aiio.a, Strta•I -and ea- •

• •.. at.oe described 10 strip end fronting
In long
;

!song the ,arne propertu. conveyed to Paul A Candle-1d bs deed dated March 15,
'1011 re. 'rd .rt Ebel, 11 Page '.17 in the Callowa, County Court Clerk's

7.a„ respects the Marne pnpert, tonvesed t., i..-.nrge 11
,tnette :raves Bales b, deed fro,., Carole Ann Randolph and •
oael L Randolph, dated Jan 14 2004, of record in
h i• of the (leek of the ( allows, Count, Court

• .1..retrootoned property shall be sold on a ....di or credit basis of thirty .30.
it -old on a credit of thirty Ito: days, the purchaser shall deposit with

r

• rementioned property shall be w.ld 'in a ash or i red.: •
• 3 ...Id in a credit of thirty .30. days the turn Miser .1 ii rirr•t,i
,grinner one-third of the purchase price and ene‘ ote nor.d w:••
...tr.oent surer, for the remainder, same

paid 3. two epial • is-anng interest at 12% per annum from the date -,f sale kIt 1
lie arid parable within thirty days A hen sha11 he retie too or, tr.. •
on:
aerunty All delinquent taxes if an, shall he awittaineo
;

i ..,Itiona-eloner ten percent of the purchase price and execute bond with pod
Arai sufficient surety for the remainder, said remainder amount bearing interest
II 1 per annum front the date of sale until paid and fully due and payable in

tort 110+ A lien shall he retatned on the property as additional secunty All
delingi.ent !axes :I an, shall he ascertained and paid by the Commissioner
l'hi.' 11111.1a, of Fehroar, 2007
Respetfull, submitted
MAX W PARKER
Master I ',in-mosso ner

o

1.,

..1I I,Hirt

Fehroar, 200-

. ce, •1,..,,ortinutted
On.litPARKER
• .rniasioner

I IMMI1NWEALTH (IF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE

Litt (Ourt

t NMI INWEALTII

',A1.14 /WAY CIRCI'IT COURT
MI Action No 061'1 00297

KENT1'('KY

i('IF .11'STICE
ALLI /WAY I'IRCI'IT ( 01 R1
C 'oil Action No 04 I '1-15,44*,
•

;,1

,R4

( 1.4 JRAI MARKETS REALTY 13 /RI'

PLAIN-rif

‘.1 NIN111-,

RENFF04:

BARRETI. A Il111.1 .K aka Barrett HOU,it,
MY I. 111.13 K aka Amy Houck,

Vs NOTICE 1 4' f.'ALF:

'own I /slenciant Spinner of Helen
12 3396 Lax Ease Lien Investments 1 HA
t ed States of America c.a. Alb ,rnev Mner I

• -.slit REGINALD "REGGIE" MCNUTT
sEN t I INT MINI TT

States of America. Orthopedic

,
IF Mt ItRAY
..I'NTY (IF CA1.1.11WAY AND
ITED STATES DEPARTMENT

‘Ir-t tie ot a I

erected

•
JC.STIf •1.:

SurnMa0 Adjudi, at

.',sts of Texarkana. PLIA', et al

DEFENDANTS

IDEFF7NDANTI.

erderiat l's the I al ito.

• 11.,1 4'011,1 on Septernber 12 2006 in the shove stow I shall proceed t., ofT.••
sale at (he I ourthouste door in the City if Mures, Calloway Count,
iv. to the highest bidder at public auction .n Enda, !March Itt 24,07
Ii" Ci 11 ITI local time .1,1' thPrPlIbOtli the following described po•ts •
• 61001
3-1 I ailiisiay Counts kentlif kv with its address being I Cci tiS- M

-•

•..ei Mort..., KY 42071 and more partoularl, described

io•e- of a Judgment and (mder of Sale entered he the Calloway Circuit
,r1 or. January 23 2007 in the above cause I shall proceed to. offer for sale at
the( ourthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway l'ounty. Kentucky/ to thii
h .ght,41 bidder at public auction on Friday March 23 2007 at the hour of 10-00
toss: time or thereabout, the following desc-nbed property located in
-was County Kentucky and more particular:, described as follows

•
•

• No 2 .r. the 11..11, Flush Subdivision as shown VI, amended plat of record in
!T.. -I the t 'leek of the 4 'alli.WaV(1.aint, l'ourt in Plat Book No It, page No

thing at the northeast corner of the WC Chamber. land titem-e east 140
Firoach line thence, south 3410 feet with the I R

1,• a stake .r. the

,.ne thence west about 140 feet 61 the WI' Chamhers PRP! line t h...
••

.tC lye WI

Chamber& east line 300 feet to the point of beginning

lard tong located in the SOuthweat (juarter 31Sel-tion 27 TOM • - •
,•4•••• 4 East
soot sohact ti •it casement& right...sof was and enrroa. hoients
'rig real prtpertt conveyed to Reginald McNutt and wife Brenda McNutt I,
soy Bolley at the request of Connne McNutt by deed dated Februar, 11 1063
'

in Rook 187 Page 405 in the office of the Clerk of Calloway Count,

, •..1 much real property is located adjacent to Main Street in Murra,
Po. aforementioned prnpert, shall he sold on •...soh or credit has.s of thirty "th
• ,s• hut if sold on • credit nf thirty 30 days the purchaser shall exr,ute bond
. h good and aufBnent surety said amount hearing interest at 7% per annum
the date crl' male until paid, and fully due and payable in thirty day. A lien
shall be retained on the property as addttsonal security All delinquent taxes if
an, shall he ascertained end paid by the Cornmisswyner
This 19th dal of February 2007

L

Respectfully submitted.

Check us out on the Web!

MAX W PARKER
Maxie, 1'oln muissioner
1 alleyway Circuit Court

the above described propert, is sold subject to the restnctions easements and
mitt low.
forth in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County f'ourt in
I Page Ni 47 and such restrictions and easementa are apecificali• liook N
3 referred to in this convesanre and incorporated herein MP if name were written
heron in full
yt the same properts COrIVPVP'd to Barrett A Houck. and wife. Amy L Houck,
teed from Helen Wilcox dated July 12 19416 of record in Book 233, Page 304,
.r. tne office of the Clerk of the Calluwa) Count.) Court,
Dieaforemention.r1 property shall he sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty '304
days but if mold 'anus credit of thirty 110 days the purchaser shall deposit with
the t'omrnirniOnner one third of the purchase price and execute bond with good
and 'sufficient surety for the remainder, same to he paid in two equal installment. hearing interest at 1270 per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
full, due and payable within thirty days A hen ahall he retained on the property
as additional aerunty All delinquent tale* if any 'Mall be ascertained arid paid
by the Cornmuisioner
This 19th day of February 2007
Respectfully submitted
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
4'.11.1.v Circuit Court
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Wednesday, March 7, 2407 • 34

Lai
Nolo,

Nibs

GREEN TREE SERVICING, LLC,

PLAINTIFF,

NICHOLAS P JARVIS

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Summary Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway
Circuit Court on February 13, 2007, in the above caume. I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, March 16, 2007, at
the hour of 10:00 a.m local time, or thereabout, the following described property
located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 46 Hope Lane,
Murray, KY 42071, and more particularly described as follows
A tract of land as surveyed by Allgood Surveying Services of Murray, Kentucky,
February 1995, Plat Book 18, Page 38, located on Seth Avenue approximately 4.1
miles North of the Intersection of Twelfth and Main Street in the City of Murray.
Calloway County, Kentucky, and being more particularly described as follows
Beginning at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract of land and the
Southeast corner of Tract 1 surveyed this date, said point being a #4 Re-bar set
1029 36t feet North of the centerline of P Lassiter Road and 170 28: feet East of
the centerline of Seth Avenue,
thence, North 06 deg 05'03" West - 225 04 feet, creating a new division line to
the Dwayne Hale Property, Deed Book 207, Card 122 and with the East side of
Tract 1 surveyed this date to a 04 Re-bar set at the Northwest corner of the
herein described tract of land,

n of
ollows

as

deg
iv

soot I-,

thence. North 87< 25' 14' East - 149 64 feet with the Joe Thcker Property, Deed
Book 206, Card 257, to a #4 Re-bar set at Northeast corner of the herein
described tract of land,
thence. South 05E 05'03" East - 212.02 feet, creating anew division line to the
said Hale Property to a #4 Re-bar set at the Southeast corner of the herein
described tract of land;
thence. South 82? 26'04' West - 149 64 feet with the Edwin Louis Property.
Deed Book 182, Card 746, to the point of beginning

h

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 13,2007, in the above cause, I shall proceed to offer for sale
at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on Friday, March 23, 200'7, at the hour of 1000
a m., local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in
Calloway County, Kentucky, and more particularly described as follows

FURTHER GRANTED BY THIS INSTRUMENT IS A PERPETUAL EASEMENT BEING MORE PARTICULARLY DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS:
An easement 30 00 feet wide for the purpose of Ingram and egress to Tracts 2
and 3 on the South side of Tracts 1 and 2 as surveyed this date and being more
particularly described as follows
Beginning at the Southwest corner of the herein described easement, said point
being an existing iron pin 1029.36± feet North of the centerline of P Lassiter
Road and 25.00 feet East of the centerline of Seth Avenue, said point being the
Southwest corner of Tract 1 surveyed this date and the Northwest corner of the
Edwin Louis Property, Deed Book 182, Card 746,
thence, North 04? 37' 20" West - 30.04 feet with the East side of Seth Avenue to
a point, the Northwest corner of the herein described tract of land.

1.011114

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant
On Hwy. 68- 1/2 mile from
Jonathan Creek Bridge

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty (30)
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty 130) days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent of the purchase price and execute bond with good
and sufficient surety for the remainder, said remainder amount bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid. and fully due and payable in
thirty days A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All
delinquent taxes, if any, shall be aecertained and paid by the Commissioner
This 19th day of February. 2007
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Opening for the Season
Friday, March 9th
Hours Thurs.-Mon. 4PM-9PM
Sun. 12PM-8PM

354-6521
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weddings/seniors
Since 1989

270-753-1001

PATTI'S 1800's settlement is celebrating 30
years! Come try our
wonderful new daily
specials or our old
favorites Open 7 days
a week from 10:30AM8 OOPM. New merchandise arriving daily
in the Settlement gift
stores. Call 888-7362515 for reservations

MARK YOUR
CALENDERSI
Miss
Path's Iron Kettle reopens Thursday March
15th. Country cookin
like 4 ought to be
Fresh salad bar and
watering
mouth
desserts. Located in
Grand
downtown
Rivers KY.
THE Murray Ledger 1.
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger 8 Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

A child needs you'
Become a foster parent, up to S36/day
270-4-43WKUMFS
9004
SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
a MARINA
Now Hiring For The
2007 Season.
Housiskasping
Dock Hands
Stors Clarks
Boat Pillechanle
Repair Shop Clerk
Various part time
positions, great for
Retirees/Firefighters
Beginning March 12
Applications now being
accepted.
Sportsman's Anchor
Resort & Manna
US. Highway 68E.
Benton, KY 42026
Please Call For
Appointment: 270-3546568
PT Fri, Sat. Sun, Good
working
condition
Mechanically inclined
Great for retiree Cell
227-5662

Hi* Mead

ARE you a blue collar
worker looking for a
position that encourages growth in your
technical skills as well
as pay scale?
Equipment
Atlas
Services is looking for
candidates to fill several posttions. Positions
range from entry level
laborer to skilled conveyor technician. All
candidates must be
hard working, deterand
mined,
loyal,
mechanically inclined
Skilled conveyor technician must trouble
shoot and perform
repairs on conveyor
systems, Must be able
to identity conveyor
components, understand mechanics, read
blue pnnts, mig weld,
and have good verbal/written communication skills Apply in person. M-F 8:00-400,
just off the Purchase
Parkway exit 25 at 554
Jimtown
Road,
Mayfield KY Pay scale
starts at $9.00 and
adjusts for in-house
skills assessments.
PART-TIME director for
16-voice adult choir
Send resume, inquiries
to Rev
Aaron
Dowdy, 1st
UMC, Clinton, Ky.
42031, or e-mail
fumcoffsce0rnygalaxyexpress COT

DoverTHE BEST NOME FOR
OWNER OPERATORS.
73 Tsars of OK)Only
'Avg $1 77 grosaloaried
mole
*Avg over $ 28 cm on fuel
*lathed Trailers Available
6 months OTR exn
required
Not an Owner
Operator yet,
Call us about our
$O DOWN LEASE
PURCHASE
CAST MALONE
866-713-2778
www rnalonecontractors co
DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be just the place
for you! Full time positions available.
Apply at:
Martial Arts Amenc,a
1413 Olive Blvd.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-6111

Thursday, March 22, 2007
3:00 to 5:00 pm
US Smokeless Tobacco
Manufacturing Co.
164 industrial Dnve
Cadiz, KY 42211

U.S. Smokeless Tobacco Manufactunng Company
is an Equal Opportun its Employer
M/F/DA

"COME JOIN A WINNING TEAM"
SUCCESSFUL MULTI-UNIT KFC FRANCHISE SEEKING ALL
POSITIONS.
Let us combine over 40 years of proven restaurant success with
your experience to make a new addition to our restaurant family.
Promotion from Within

Paid Vacation

Medical & Dental Plan

Must Pass Background Check

401K

Drug Free Work Environment

Please apply in person:
KFC
205 N. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Being in all respects the same property conveyed to Nicholas P Jarvis by deed of
conveyance from Kathryn Higgins et al dated November 13, 2003, of record in
Book 522, Page 656, in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.

This 19th day of February. 2007
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Representatives will on hand to accept
resumes on:

Resumes must be postmarked by March 30, 2007
No telephone calls please

Together with and subject to covenants, easementa, and restrictions of record

The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty .30 •
days, but if sold on a credit of thirty .30r days, the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner one-third of the purchase price and execute bond with good
and sufficient surety for the remainder, same to be paid in two equal Installments bearing Interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and
fully due and payable within thirty days. A Lien shall be retained on the property
as additional security. All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid
by the Commissioner

Or

USSTMC
1600 North Main
Hopkinsville, KY 42240

thence along the east line of the Green property and the East line of the Kelly
property, North 01 deg 43 minutes 15 seconds West (passing through a *5 rebar
found at 58.11 feet). a distance of 475 61 feet to the point of beginning

ALSO 1996 Crown Fleetwood Mobile Home, ID #MSFUS25136462

Happy
90th

All applicants need to submit a rosurne to be considered.
Please send resumes to

thence creating a new division line. south 01 deg 43 minutes 15 seconds East for
a distance of 476.27 feet to a #4 rebar w/cap #3175 set at the southeast corner of
the herein described tract and on the north line of tract 2, South 87 deg 19 minutes 39 seconds West for a distance of 239.38 feet to a #4 rebar w/cap #3175 set
at the Southwest corner of the herein described tract and on the East line of the
Kenny Green property (Deed Book 212, Page 1051,

Property,

And being the same property conveyed to Sheldon Wing and wife, Betty J. Wing,
joint tenants by the entirety with the whole fee to vest in the survivor, under
deed from Dwayne Hale and wife, Janice Hale, dated July 29. 1996, and of
record in Deed Book 234. Page 360, In the Offi•*
- of the Clerk of Calloway
County, Kentucky

Happy Birthday

Applicants must be able to easily move about an industrial facility, including but not limited to, working in tight or confused spaces. working at
higher elevations, working in a dusty environment

thence along the South line of Charley Miller Road, north 87 deg. 12 minutes 55
seconds East for a distance of 339.39 feet to a#4 rebar Wcap #3175 set at the
Northeast corner of the herein described tract,

thence, South 05? 0503' East - 30.03 feet with the West side of Tract 3 to a #4
Re-bar set at the Southeast corner of the herein described tract of land and the
Southwest corner of Tract 3 surveyed thin date;
thence. South 82? 2604' West - 294 92 feet with the Edwin
Deed Book 182. Card 746, to the point of beginning

Duties include, but are not limited to, thoroughly clean (trona flout to ceiling) in the production, maintenance and warehousing areas: assist opera
tors in cleaning their areas

Legal description of a tract of land located as 835 Charley Miller Road, in the
county of Calloway, state of Kentucky, being a part of the Northeast quarter of
Section 15, Thwnehip 3, Range 4, East, and also being Tract 1 of a minor subdivision plat of record in Plat Book 34, Page 56, Slide 3272, and being further
aedcribed as follows- Beginning at a #5 rebar wimp #2147 found 25.00 feet South
of the centerline of Charley Miller Road and 833 68 feet east of the centerline of
Hopkins Road, said point being the Northeast corner of the Henry E Kelly property Deed Book 334. Page 186). and the Northwest corner of the herein
described tract;

This property is subject to all previously conveyed easements and rights of way

rd in
ige N.

PLAINTIFF,

This tract contains 3 708 acres according to•survey by V.L. Aasociates on
October 15, 2003

thence, North 82? 26'04' East - 294.67 feet crossing the South side of Tracts 1
and 2 to a point in the West line of Tract 3, the Northeast corner of the herein
described tract of land.

6 t,

Applicants must have a high school diploma or equivalent and be avail
able to work any shift and wilhng to rotate across shifts.

VS NOTICE OF SALE

SHELDON WING,
Unknown Spouse of Sheldon Wing i in rem)
BETTY J WING in rem),
THE POOL DEPOT,INC.
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY. KENTUCKY

, KY

is currently seeking applicants for a third shift cleamng position in the
tobacco processing plant in Hoplunsville.

COUNTRYWIDE HOME LOANS, INC.,
ditga America's Wholesale Lender and Mortgage
Electronic Registration Systems, Inc.

VS NOTICE OF SALE

Pircuit
sale
to the
10 la)

U.S. SMOKELESS TOBACCO
MANUFACTURING COMPANY

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 06-CI-00492

COIGIONWRALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No 06-CI-00269

ANTS

Nola

We have restaurants in the following states:
Alabama, Mississippi, Tennessee, & Kentucky

060

LAN ADMINISTRATOR

Help Wanted

Administer our state of the art network
DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger.com.
you will be redirected
to pibnetwork.corn.
By default,
Murray and local Job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the iobnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

servers. Build & maintain a corporate network! PTL's corporate office is seeking a
person

experienced

in

working

with

Routers. Servers, and Firewalls. Cisco
background is useful. Competitive compensation and benefits package. Replies
are kept confidential. Responsible and
eager individuals seeking a career opportunity are encouraged to forward their
resume to:

111=m
r-111E4- ,
PASCHALL TRUCK LINES INC.

Human Resources
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box 1889

DRIVERS: A steady
lifestyle! Top pay, great
benefits! No experience? No problem!
Werner Enterpnses
800-346-2818 ext 150

Murray, KY 42871
An Equal Opportunity Employer

GlenDi Inc.
Murray, KY

Wad to"face
an ad?
Callus we
'riffis
"Okfro lisp.
Oturray 144er
st eines
270-753-1916

Responsible persons to provide Relief
Provider Services for Developmentally
Disabled/Mentally Retarded adults in the
McCracken and Graves County area,
Applicants must be 21 years old with HS
diploma/GED. Background check required.
Send resume/application to: Terry Hudspeth,
Chief Operations Officer, Four Rivers
Behavioral Health. 425 Broadway, Paducah.
KY 42001 EOE

Now Taking Applications for:
Full /Part time truck drivers
with Class A CDL
Good Pay
Paid Holidays/Paid Vacation
Health Ins./Retirement Plan
Home Time
Quarterly Safety Bonus
Also needing
Owner Operators
Phone 270-759-5540
Monday thru Friday
9:00 AM to 4:00 PM

Computer Operator/Data Specialist for a
growing small business. Potential advancement to department supervisor. Utilize specialized software to manipulate database
files and process customer jobs. Experience
with Databases & Spreadsheets required.
Visual Basic ancUor C++ programming
experience helpful. Benefits included. Send
resume

and

letter

of

application

to

Automated Direct Mail, 1410 N. 12th St.
Suite G. Murray, KY 42071.

NOW HIRING MANAGERS
Restaurant Experience Required
We Offer:
• Flexible Hours
• 401 K Plan
• Paid Vacation
• Health Insurance Available

PregratI1DitstttotiotAlatte
Physical Rehabilitation Unit:
Administrative Director for a startup unit in
Murray. KY Responsibilities include staff
supervision: program development; quality
improvement; strategic planning, financial
management. market and referral development; physician relations, regulatory compliance; survey readiness Candidates must
have 2-5 years of supervisory expenence in a
health care setting Acute rehab expenence
preferred Clinical background preferred.
Bachelor's degree required(rnaster's preferred) Competitive compensation and
benefits Submit resume to
whiNetilgnethealth con' or fax to
859-201-9774. NO phone calls. EOL

• College Tuition-Aid Program
• Many opportunities for advancement
Pay based on expenence.
Send applications to:
P.O. Box 7809, Paducah, KY 42002

SERVICE TECH NEEDED
Immediate position available. Must he
EPA certified. Further training will he provided. Starting salary' $11 to $15 per hour
Twenty three year old company needs
motivated people who are career oriented.
dependable, and ready to provide quality
service. Contact 270-354-9239

CLASSIFIEDS

413 • Wednesday, March 7, 2007

CIMMems

BMW
FT Billing Clerk with
coding experience and
LPN needed for medical
office
Send
resume with references
to PO Box 1040-E
Murray, KY 42071

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments

HOUSEKEEPING
services 227-3203

1)05 Diuguid Dnve • Murray, KY 42071

I would like to clean
houses I have good
references 270-2473535

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

Office Hours 8 a.m.- 12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

ANTIQUES Call Larry
753-3633

MI'

rrrr,i experience

,

last

Bomber or
BOAT
Dynatrack Will pay full
price 227-1718

Toying U.S. saver
& gold coins.
All mint sets,
proof sets, and
other old coins.

pa,m family

293-6999

Setting

!1' C
1V,, le,

CASH paid for
good used gurus
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray

ArolvCr, •esurne only
feterunues to

Crouch
t4
roi, South 8th
.,666t
IE Murray.
'WO

f.44, E

GOOD used refrigerators. electric ranges.
gas heaters, air conditioners.
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109

1st apes
voting applit111 itu tryllowing

rir As/ ape F oreman
•,al tsr ape Laborers
App,,,irrs should have
E
workoi,•amentals
',4
A

JUNK care & trucks
Call Larry 753-3633
WANTED
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235

con

4Iscape
1.

,entiable

WASTE oil wanted
Will pick up
Drum exchange
Miller D Farms LLC
(27),436-2215

11
rf-344,ort,'; AppIv in per
48 St
,_.4tIs please,

Tfty:166(3
's Hinny t latbed Dnvers
HOME WEEKENDS!
TOP PAY/BENEFITS!

Articles
For Sale
92 Cougar V8 tech
sun-roof new transmission A,C tires,
loaded $2,575 OBO
Washer 753-4109

51.4dents Welcome
COL A I. wer,se
Heouired
Dedicated Huns

Aailable

prom
CINDERELLA
dresses 1 size 4 yellow I Size 8 blue $150
each 270-492-8614

C .orpany Drivers
s

ard 0

Call 1-866-PGT-FLAT

866-'48-3528,

•

eWe p9ttrucking corn

iSiCiANS
office
,,iieks person with
srA nce back
Inu

9
required

'ni't(CD
,diny

eiir,

skills

emphasis or feinl

t,,,,,effient Experience
impioyee benefits
rert- ,
not
but
.,1 timo M
reo
•

•4
.o

•
Et.

Propow ailotegerriera.LLL
One and two bedroom apartments available
All appliances furnished Water, sewer, trash,
and cable TV included in rent. Secunty
deposit required. One year lease NO PETS'

270-767-9111

nonelds

,(r 6 ICI P
IS Murray
(I)I.-\

SI 1111

III

11011.
%%11111 1•11 "

smarms:
'see
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"
Packaar.
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'ire ear

041116111F
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FiD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza. Murray to see
our large selection of
HD
Televisions
Plasma. LCD, DLP, S
Brands by
CRTs
Toshiba Sony LG.
Zenith P. JVC We also
nave a large selection
of entertainment cen!ors 6, TV carts
Beasley TV 759-0901

ate.,

Bring

•

rraary
Scluu
M
e 753-0530

FREE
DISH Network 4-room
system
Satellite
Amenca's Top 60 chanfor
only
nels
$19 99,•mo Get your
choice
HBO.
of
Cinemax. Start, or
Showlime FREE for 3
months FREE DVR or
I_iD upgrade Beasley
Antenna P. Satellite
759-0901
FRONT porch deck
suitable for mobile
home 20x8 stained
green with lattice
good condition
$300'0130 767-0508

kaat''

!

CINGULAR cell
phones
Direct TV & Dab
Network Satellite TV
Local people cornpetrNe prices Wood
Electronics Court

Hwy

54

Murray kV 420
day spa
In r professional
sfoist P. aestheti
ALL,* kiayteki
60,1 ( all 270 9-0
• le
If 111PC)RAR`i recap
tronist needed for busy
Medical
S orrice
office kneweidige help
fiii Mud tie NV', ens,
01,11envery Sea cont,
an.1 A great multi
Iaskei since this post
Lon
,'OrnpriSed of
'nary ((t.s Position
may not
,)I
rrav
permanent
become
Send resume to PO
c140 0 Murray.
kr 42(1"
SALON
ii S rig

tademe
CHILDCARE in my
nom. Any age as
shifts Waking dis
tams to Murray State
'61 2009 978-2067
CLEANING houses is
Cali
business
my
Imo H 'S99553

'ICtorial History 8
Family History
Books
759-4938
753-2350
JET 3 Ultra power
chair, Almost new' We
also have other mobility power chairs and
scooters in stock at
prices
reasonable
$2000
lo
$400
12701753 7111
MINOLTA DI 200 digital copier with document feeder just over
1005 copies 3 years
old $75000 7539240
NEW double carport.
$695 Free installation
Cal 270 804 3808 for
appointment

LARGE
SELEC TION

RILEYS USED
FURNITURE
We pay rash
for good used
furniture

753-8501

Ewpornt

n

2006 Honda 750 must
see
2006 Case Ihr D-40
2006 Bush Hog
Loader
2006 Bush Hog 77
cutter
2006 Bush Hog 77
tiller

270-753-5959, cell
270-978-1709
80 KW generator,
engine
Waukesha
LPG $6,450 270-2936739
CASE IH 955 air
planter 12 row-30 inch
with row cleaners. 3 pt
hitch, used one season since rebuitt, great
condition 753-1005
day. 753-2616 nights
tractor
KUBOTA
$45400 541-4P 2W0
480 hours. 6' Woods
Asking
HD mower
270436$18.000
2225
Holland 310
NEW
square baler, $1.000
489-2923 evenings
Has Fir Sle
1995 16x80 3BR 2BA
moveo
be
Must
$16,000 753-5998
2 brand new mobile
homes on lots movein ready, Almo area
1160x28 f1 cloub4ewide (1) 76x16 Singiewirie Call (270)
293-5914
2101 on 112 acre
fenced in lot 3-1 12
town
from
miles
$11,500 753-6012
38R 2 full baths
$5.000 down 1 acre
Calf Ruth*. 753-1011
AWESOME 48R, 28A
Doubleside with island
in kitchen & deluxe
appliance package,'
731-684-4926
38R,
BEAUTIFUL
28A with fireplace
walnut cabinets & black
appliarsces111 CaN 731for
an
584-9430
appointment'
RENT or Rent to Own,
3BR, 1 5 BA. 14'x70
$425 00irno.deposit
All appliances included
270- 761 -I-40ME
VAVVI creativepropertysolvers corn

NOW OPEN:
s•
\(.1

Hwy. 12IN

44:TOSS from

270-759-SIRRI
G&C
STORAGE and

1112
Ham Fiesisldngs
5 piece antique bed
1800's
room suite
Scottish Style Red
Mahogany Burl inlay
on large armoire and
Two
head/footboard
dressers and chairs
$2,700 270-205-1329

AA F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

National Guard Armory

www.murray kyapartments.com

iursday with

Saturdays
package

753-385
'hod kb

iss;sting in busy opti

shop Experience in
!,' S area helpful but not
MF
E..ellert
benefits
resuiv'e IfJ P0
. o4C. OA Murray
1'
position
UL L T IME
for I PN. CMA
..a, Assistant
Med,

*All Size Units
Available
Now Have
Climate Contr

Central Heat and Au
Accepting Applications

MOM COMPUTERS
A. Certified Technician
Service. repairs
759.3556

_41

Hibti BEACH
MINI•STORAG

One and To Bedroom Apartments

110

FULL time position in
busy medical office for
motivated organized
Applicant
ndiyiCtual
would be responsible
or front office duties.
Scheduling. answering
phones general Glen duties as well as

Murray Ledger & limes

1 OR 2br apts near
Murray
downtown
starling at $204:Prno
753-4109
1BR apt for rent, partially furnished, partial
utilities paid, $300 per
month . deposit 7520456
-1BR near MSU, other
locations available
appliances Coleman
RE 753-9898
1BR, low utilities,
Reference required, no
pets, $245/mo 7533949
2ELFI apartments available Great location 1
year lease 1 month
deposit no pets 7532905
28R duplex, nice,
Cl-l/A, appliances furnished Venous locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR duplex 1302-A
$400
Valleywood
month 759-9920 or
293-14.46
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for 1 S. 2br units
Rent based on income
impairment
Mobility
Phone
accessible
&
Mon
492-8721
Thurs
10 12am TOO No
1-800-648-6056 Equal
Housing Opportunity
UVE -oak Apt..
Newly Remodeled
1BR $29000
28R $340 00
3BR $425 00
$100 deposit special
for qualified applicants
Office hours 8-2
Mon -Fri
Call today for appointment
753-8221
NOW LEASING
1 2 & 3bedroorn Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Ants
902 Northwood Or
Monday.

Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunrty
TOO #1-800-648-6056
RED OAKS APTS.
5$100 Deposit
1BR $325
2BR $375
Call TodayI
753-88811.
and
SOUTHWOOD
Story Avenue duplexes. CM 767-9948
UNFURNISHED 1 -BR,
close to campus. Ideal
for one person, no
pets. available January
3rd 753-5980

n

es Fer API

119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
9am -4 pm. M-F

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now renting
Located at 20 S 4th Si

MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
'Sate & clean
•We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
'53-9600

Stubblefield
Storage
97 Crossland Rd
Now Renting
5X10 & ioxio
070293'7116

BUILDING For Sale
2297 State Route 94
East 1-1/2 miles from
2.588
downtown.
square feet. 803 acre
lot Formerly Red Oaks
Bridles to Britches_ Call
753-5856, cell 2937127
COMMERCIAL tofildmg for sale Large lot
great location High
traffic on 641 Highway
in Puryear 4,000 sq ft
divided into three sections Great area for
restaurant retail flea
market, office, etc
Good rental properly
731-247-5635

le

en Prop. For Rat

WANTED Would like
to rent pasture for
livestock (270)2935215

$110 per month Newe
names only 492-8488

38R IBA, 1628 Miler,
all appliances/newly
remodeled, $750/mo
270-293-4602. 270435-4602

list D AWN IAN( SS
WARD Iticililk

(270) 753-1713

1 & 2 bdr apes No pets
Lame•message 270753.1970

WASHER & dryer. pair
for $100 270-705
3555

28R near MSU, CAVA.
acvesooes Cowman
RE 753-9898

38R only $341 month
5% down 20 years at
8% APR For listings
800-560-1961 Eat
Setit
38n I bet,. S650/rou
• deposit 978-0742

S11-.1

1 1 (II R

VI',I

RI
I. Ill)'.

753-5086

12701527-2931

35 ac . 32 5 wooded,
2.5 grass. Right of way
for drive N Calloway.
$2.000 per ac firm.
227-9288
All Real Estate advertised in the newspaper
is subject to the
Federal Fair Housing
Act of 1968, as amended, which makes it illegal to advertise any
preference, limitation,
or discrimination based
on race, color, religion.
sex, or national origin.
or an intention to make
any such preference,
limitation, or discrimination This newspaper
will not knowingly
accept any advertising
for real estate which is
in violation of the law
Our readers are hereby
all
that
informed
dwellings advertised in
thIS newspaper are
available OP an equal
opportunity basis."

CHURCH
GROUP
YARD SALE
203 South 4th St
Basement
Thurs
March 8
& Friday
March 9th
9:00-1:00
Lots of everything,

READY to move
new construction
under $200,000, 3 bdr,
2 bath, covered front
porch, great neighborhood. We have other
properties also, call
today 293-0139
WATERFRONT home
for sale. Newly renovated 2,800 sq ft four
bedroom home, features two full baths,
one with Jacuzzi tub.
Large family room with
gas log fireplace, living
room, large kitchen
with pantry, dining
room. sun room, and
bonus room Carpet,
custom woodwork, and
Pella doors and windows throughout the
house, along with lighted ceiling tans in each
main room Two car
garage, plus a three
quarter walk out basement Home comes
with private boat dock
and is located on beautiful Blood River in
Shores
Panorama
which is 15 minutes
from downtown Murray.
$319,000. Call 270436-5726
&ATVs
2005 Yamaha 650
VStar Classic Like
new Bags, windshield,
785 miles, $4,800 270227-0799

Aesop
1 to 300 acres Wes
Owne
Calloway
financing
489-2116
leave message
I have buyers for hunting land
Call Larry Newton
Campbell Realty
(270)978-1172

4BR, 3 BA HOME
3600 so ft living. 3 car
garage gorgeous
krtchen,
vaulted family room.
S3051c. North Villa
Subdrvision, 140
Gentle Dr , Alma
270-759-9015
BEAUTIFUL home in
Campbell Estates
5BR. 3-1'2 baths ori
wooded acre 4.350 sf
$379.900
(270)759-1946
FORECLOSURE1 38R
only $19,765 For lost
irigs 800-560.1961 eirt
S020
FS130
4 BR, 2 5 Bath
1553 Oxford Dr
293-4183 759-1506
112
FSI30- 3tid
bath 2,940 sq -ft 2
Car garage, great
neighborhood Priced
below appraisal
$229,500 Call
(270)217-4265

of year, and
everybody wants to gel
out of the house But
before you go, just make
a simple phone call and
ask for. 'Vocation Pak'
That way you won't
miss a single thing

Ifs that hme

68 Dodge Dakota
Runs great. $1.500

270-227-6629
& Anon
BOAT motor & Valle
ngged for spider rig
Complete Call 2938192 or 489-2662
2000 Lowe 1765 90
Evinrude, 2 Eagle
graphs, Tite-Lok spider
rig system, ready for
water, good condition
293-5215 or 293-0234

when you return

Cabi
to re
Sout
ness
Cou

orE
EDGER& MES
1001

Bran
"Fre
halfspon
and
was
er.

Services Offered

Lad,
die

I

Whilnell Ave., Murray, KY

AU., CARPENTRY
Remodeling, additions,
porches, decks. sun
rooms, vinyl siding,
mobile home repair,
sagging floors, termite
& water damage Larry
Nimmo (270)753-9372
or (270)753-0353
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE 8 PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

Pal tog S.

it cusvd & Insured.
270-753-2279

Us d Trudts

We'll deliver your
'Vacation Pak'

A 0 %KIRI

TRAVIS ASPHALT

2006 Toyota Camry
Solara 3,000 miles
Call (270)205-5752
'99 Buick LeSabre
Leather. CD & cassette
player. good condition
81,500, $6,000 OBO
270-345-2475

will
9.
B
to P
27.

"Vacation Pak."

onim. & Res.

97 Mitsubishi
Diamante, leather
seats, sun-roof, lots of
extras Evenings 7599455

you come bock
catch up on Garfield
your city council letters
to the editor, the
obituaries and editorials
When

Call 270-753-1916
rc ulation Department
and ask f-

UNIly
Jeep
$1.600

Dun
wale
left
that
The

C

%splialt

blue
94
Cherokee,
978-2090

I
S
and
Call
have
the
gr..

Don't Stop Your
Paper, We'll
Save it For You

-i:1-1s
(
ask tin ki still,

50

111 MI 1101s1 s
Any
%113 Condit'
Ca.!' or ferias
('all 761-110111:
i4663i

OFFICE or retail space
available Prime loca6oniss For We
1:1
tion 753-2905 293- [
1480
***OWNER
Financing***
No credit check 2BR
twos
IBA $5.000 down.
1758
$595 month
DOG Obedience
Radio Rd Almo Call
436-2858
Ruthre 270-753-1011
Yorne,
PUPPIES
38R only $341 month.
small male. $375. Shih5% down 20 years at
male, $200.
Tzu.
8% APR For listings
Chihuahua.
teacup.
800-560-1951 Ext
female, $300. Cairn
SR.35
Temers. female. $175
270-382-2831
38R. 1BA, beautiful
SHIH-TZU
puppies. lot, short walk to camAKC, first shots & pus $74,000
$300-350 (618)925-0140 or
wormed.
1270)527-5645
270-261-0310

HORSE QUALITY
Bermuda grass square
bales 731-514-3632

31311 foreclosure Buy
for only 819,765 For
listings 800-5601951
eat. 9021

Furniture, home furnishings, clothes,
bath& kitchen, outdoor, tools, misc

RN FAO

28R lake front property
with deep water dock
$750 month 759-9046
436-5258

HAVE RENTERS
NEED HOUSES
Call Campbell Realty
(270)7594780
112 N 12th Street
Suite B

Sat, March 10
ONLY
7:00AM - 4:00PM

270-436-5496
270-293-6906

WOW!! 38R, 2BA with
huge great room &
wrap around porch,l 1
Must see11' 731-58491011

1111

1534 Oxford

PROPANE

26R house lease &
deposit required 270753-4109

38R 2BA, very nice,
overlain, immediatiM
48 Camelot Drive No
Pets $750 • depose
270-293-4602. 270436-4602

YARD/
MOVING/
GARAGE
SALE

Going on
Vacation?

1\1 \11 III \l I
I./1 I:1 1:1 I II I
1%.

paving
ASPHALT
sealcoating. mainteMitchell
nance
Brothers Paving 7590501 or 753-1537
BACKHOE
TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel
white rock
436-2113
Dozer work & Track
hoe
C & C Renovation and
Remodeling.
We care about your
home Home repairs.
roofing,
additions,
decks, floor repair &
coverings, stding.
-FREE ESTIMATESCall (270)753-1499 Or
(731)247-5464
icrobertsone wk net

Calloway
Trash Service
•AUTOMATED BILLING
•CONTAINERS AVAIL
II RATES STARTING AT
$15510
761-3740 293404S

gam

JOE'S JOBS
•

ence
at C'
was

Small decimal.
carpentry.
Aid w(irk.

L
Kim
Saw
pate
State
10,
son
been
All-'

SC11101 I 1 ICIlill%

753-4344• 227-.444

smcKDALE
LANDSCAPING
& TREE FARM
For all your lawn and
landscape needs.

293.6369

To

LEE'S Carpet
Cleaning
-since 1971"
'Carpets 'Upholstery
'Emergency Water
Removal 'Quick
Drying
Free Estimates
753-5827

T
the I
299
T
0
by c
brok.
trooi
0
1
to t
ster
1850

METAL installed or
houses and barns
N
Contact Damn
phone 270-752-0414

We Pick t.41.1‘
Et
most Schap washers
dryers. wire & scrop
metal for it
Freeze/ courtend sirece
CALL 227-2864

E1.
!..... 4

to..
..
ti
;'''•

WE SERVICE
All Manor Appliances
and Most Major Brands

a

WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray
(2701 753-1713

1
.

Ell

David's
Home
Improvement

1

-,.

°L.
IL&M
LAWN SERVICE
Landscaping, Tree
Shrub

4s.

trimming

SAWA(tem guirafervii

Call 753-1816
r 47-,11
1 Stop Construction,
New homes add-ons,
remodeling & all eiectncal needs Licensed &
insured 978-2758
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 975.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Ceramic and Stone
Tile Installation
Hardwood 8 L aMinate
Flooring Installed
Bathroom ltamorammo
Clwallty work folk anus

437-3132
DM HANDYMAN
We do all the odd lobs
you don't have time
for
Painting, siding, roofs,
decks
293-5438

Doan Electrical
Services

767-0411 • 350-0954

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 Nowt mama
Res . Corn . & Ind
Licensed & Insured

753-9562
MILLS & SON
Pressure Washing

270-227-6160
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complele tree
removal. Mc insured
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages. gutters.
air* & tree work
A-1 Joe's Mower
repair tune-uP sPscols 436-21367
A-1 Slump %MONO
Fully insured. 4373044

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliabte, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
Information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities,
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YARD mowing starting
in the city at $15 a
yard 270-705-3555

Free
Pallets

All jobs - big or small

. *OA bnt
e deck,

731-247-5422

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump gnnding. firewood Insured 4892839
GRAYS Painting
Interior/Exterior.
Pressure cleaning.
Seniors discount
References
(270)227-3161

Loading
Dock of
Murray Ledger
& Times
First Come
First Serve
Please
No Phone
Calls
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Man undergoin th apy keeps
threats of
en to himself
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le years age
Susie Richter, Patrick Haney
and Scott Kelhe, all seniors at
Calloway County High School,
have been named as finalists of
the National Merit Scholarship Program.
Published is a picture of James
Duncan, Dexter, surrounded by
water, as he looks over what is
left of a bridge on Rosebud Road
that previously led to his farm.
The photo was by Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
Mr. and Mrs. George Tharpe
will be marned 50 years March
9.

ion

and
1.

Births reported include a boy.
to Pamela and Larry Shelby. Feb
27.
20 years ago
The Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet has awarded a contract
to resurface 6.8 miles of Ky. 121
South, the New Concord to Tennessee Line Road in C'alloway
County.
Published is a picture of Rand)
Brandon, winner of the finals of
"Free Throw in Mexico" at the
half-time of the basketball game.
sponsored by Radio Station WSJP
and Vacation Station. The photo
was at Sports Editor Clay Walker.
The Murray State University
Lady Racers lost 72-64 to Middle Tennessee Blue Raiders in a
game of the Ohio Valley Conference Basketball Tournament played
at Cookeville, Tenn. Geralyn Feth
was high scorer for the Racers.
30 years ago
Lisa Francis, Steve Hussung and
Kim Allen, students at Murray High
School, were selected to participate in the 1977 Kentucky allState Chorus at Lexington March
10, I I and 12. Also Lynda Johnson of Murray High School has
been selected to participate in the
All-State Orchestra. The MHS

Stage Band has also been selected to perform at the event.
In the semi-finals of the Fourth
District High School Basketball
Tournament, Murray Tigers won
51-44 over Calloway ULM'S and
Calloway Lady Lakers won 3936 over Murray Lady Tigers. High
team scorers were Andrea Perry
and Denise Biunphis for the Tigers
and Mike Wells and Susie Imes
for the Lakers.
Murray State University Racers lost 82-75 to Austin Peay
Governors in a basketball game.
Mike Muff was high scorer for
the Racers.
40 years ago
Murray and Calloway County
received the deepest snow of the
winter on March 6 and that night.
A cold rain turned into sleet and
then turned into snow as the mere
ury. toppled to 31 degrees in the
mid-afternoon. Calloway County
Schools were closed shortly after
noon and the students were transported home before the snow started.
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
John Baker in the Coldwater community was destroyed by the on
March 6 about 9 a.m.
Calloway County High School
Lakers won 61-67 over North
Marshall High School Jets for the
championship of the Fourth District High School Basketball Tournament. High team scorers were
Clayton Hargrove for Calloway and
Holland for North Marshall.
50 years ago
The fire siren which sets atop
the Murray City Hall will be
blown each day at noon. according to Murray Fire Department
Chief Flavil Robertson.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Cooper and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James R. Cooper.

DEAR ABBY: My fiance's
brother, "Nate," is going
through a separation from his
wife of 11 years, "Joanne."
Everyone on Nate's side of the
family is giving him all the
support they can, but they are
still very close to his wife.
They realize
he is an
emotional
cripple,
prone to fits
of rage and
depression.
In
order to save
his
marDear Abby riage, Nate
agreed
to
therapy and
By Abigail
has
been
Van Buren
going regularly in the hope of saving
the children from the experience of a messy divorce.
Abby, Nate talks about having a "dark side" and often
talks about doing physical harm
to his wife. He admits that he
has not mentioned these feelings to his therapist, which
means he is wasting his time
there. I would never forgive
myself if something should happen to Joanne.
Should I contact her and
let her know'? She already
knows about his potential for
violence. Or should I tell his
therapist? I do not think their
marriage is going to be saved,
and when it's finally resolved
is the time I fear the most.
Any suggestions? -- LOST IN
OHIO

Todayinliistori
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, March 7,

;tory

the 66th day of 2007. There are

der
:k

299 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History :
On March 7, 1965, a march
by civil fights demonstrators was

,amS

114

ers
crap

broken up in Selma. Ala., by state
troopers and a sheriff's posse.
On this date:
In 1850. in a three-hour speech
to the U.S. Senate, Daniel Webster endorsed the Compromise of
1850 as a means of preserN ing

the Union.
In 1876, Alexander Graham Bell
received a patent for his telephone.
In 1911, the United States sent
20.0(K) troops to the Mexican border as a precaution in the wake
of the Mexican Revolution.
In 1926. the first successful
trans-Atlantic radio-telephone conversations took place, between New
York and London.
In 1936. Adolf Hitler ordeied
his troops to march into the

Rhineland, thereby breaking the
Treaty of Versailles and the Locarno
Pact.
In 1975, the Senate revised its
filibuster rule, allowing 60 senators to limit debate in most cases,
instead of the previously required

two-thirds of senators present.
In 1981, anti-government guerrillas in Colombia executed kidnapped American Bible translator
Chester Allen Bitterman, whom
they accused of being a CIA agent.
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DEAR LOST: It appears
Nate is not in therapy because
he realizes he needs it, but
rather to manipulate his wife
into continuing an unhappy,
potentially violent marriage. It
is important that you inform
Joanne that Nate has been talking about causing her physical harm and that he is not
cooperating fully with his therapist. That way, she can take
steps to protect herself-- including discussing it with her attorney and/or the police.
•••

DEAR ABBY: My wife of
eight years, "Gwen," told me
she had been raped by our
brother-in-law before we were
married. I have an extremely
tough time at family gatherings because of this. Gwen
continues on as if nothing ever
happened.
Gwen refuses to talk about
this to anyone. She says she
told her parents about it at
the time; however, they refused
to believe her. She has now
been diagnosed as bipolar and
has severe depression.
I need to know if there is
anything I can do to help her.
Gwen has been seeing a counselor, whom I speak to also.
Should I bring it up during a
session? I know this has severely hurt my wife over the years.
Please advise. -- WORRIED
ABOUT MY WIFE IN TEXAS
DEAR
WORRIED:
Because your in-laws did not
believe their daughter when
she went to them about the rape,
in a sense, your wife was
raped twice. That kind of trauma, when suppressed,can resurface later in the form of depression and other problems. If
Gwen has not already done
so, her therapist should definitely be informed. To do so
could hasten her healing.
•••

DEAR ABBY: How do you
tell the difference between
someone with a gambling problem and someone who is trying to become a poker champion?
The person is my husband,
and I'd like to support his
dream of being a champion. I
have never been around gamblers, and I am not sure where
the line is drawn. -- QUEEN
OF HEARTS IN ALBUQUERQUE
DEAR
OF
QUEEN
HEARTS: Many men and
women enjoy gambling as a
form of entertainment, and
some can (and do) make a
living at it. However, for some
people gambling can become
an addiction. These Compulsive gamblers are unable to
overcome the impulse to keep
on trying, lose more money than
they can afford to spend, and
sacrifice their lifestyle and their
family's future as their futile
attempts drive them deeper and
deeper into debt. These people need professional help
and/or a 12-step program to
overcome their addiction.
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Statins cause
memory loss
DEAR DR. GOTT: As a tastic pipeline of information
nurse, I read your column faith- sharing.
fully. I feel compelled to write
DEAR READER:Although
to you about the Lipitor (and neurological symptoms, such
other stew') columns. I start- as memory loss, are infrequent
ed on lovastatin in September in patients on statin drugs,
2004.
these symptoms are a recogAbout nized complication of statin
January of therapy. Patients need to know
2005,
this. Thank you for writing
began
to and for your compliment.
have memoTo give you related inforry problems mation, I am sending you a
and
a copy of my Health Report
strange "Understanding Cholesterol."
intermittent Other readers who would like
tremor
of a copy should send a long,
my lips (the self-addressed, stamped enveDr. Gott
upper lip in lope and $2 to Newsletter, PO
particular). Box 167, Wickliffe, OH 44092.
By
Dr. Peter Gott The memory Be sure to mention the title.
problems
DEAR DR. GOTT: Not
can be described as knowing too long ago, in your column,
in my mind what I wanted to you mentioned a medication
say, but not get recalling how
that would eliminate "stage
to say it or form the sentence fright" for individuals having
to express myself. I would
to speak in public. Unfortuhave to change the subject to nately, 1 have forgotten the
get back on track. Additional- name of it, and my daughterly. I had difficulty writing and in-law is going to be teachleft out letters of words. I was ing a series of classes on physconcerned I was having small ical therapy and gets panicky
strokes or that I had a tumor. when she has to do this. Can
I read your column, and I took you please let me know the
myself off the medication. All name of the medication?
has returned to normal. My
DEAR READER: The prevocabulary has returned, and scnption drug useful in preventthe lip tremor is about 95 per- ing stage fright is Indere! (procent gone. It seems to be going pranolol), a beta-blocker used
away rapidly. I. too, am conto treat hypertension and heart
cerned about these drugs. I
disorders. For stressful situahave informed my doctor and tions, the dosage is very low
am told by him and my phar- and needs to be taken only once,
macist that I did the right when a person finds him or
thing. I hope someone is fol- herself in an anxiety-produclowing up on some studies. This ing environment.
is a looming problem for the
To give you related informany on statins. How many mation, I am sending you a
people could end up in a demen- copy of my Health Report
tia home?
"Consumer Tips on Medicine."
Thank you for your continued writings. You provide a fan-

ContractBridge
It Only Hurts for a Minute
a spade to dummy's jack. It doesn't
matter when you take your ace; what
does matter is what you play next.
It's easy to see —if you look at all
tour hands — that if you return a low
diamond, your side can snatch four

V>est dcaic

I at-West sulnerable
NORTH
•K Q J 0•I
if A h 3
•Q
•It K

WEST
• 5

EAST
•.N 10 2

111.1 lo 9'4
• \154.

t• X 5

•K 5 2
532

•SOl .1.1i
4)' h
VK Q2
•Ill'1, -±
4.1 10 4

finishes with 10 tricks.

Regardless of what you might
have been taught, however, the fact
is that in this case you must assume
West has the ace of dramoneLs to give
yourself any chance of beating the

The bidding:
North

%est

diamond tricks and put the contract
down one. But if you don't return a
low diamond at trick three - perhaps because you were taught not to
lead away from a king, or always to
return your partner's suit
declarer

Fast

South

Pass
Pass
I•
I \T
INT
Pass
lads it hearts.
Opening lead
To he a good player. you must
acquire the habit ol making assumptions. Often these assumptions will
ILIRI OW to he wTong. hut that doesn't
mean it was wrong to make them:
only by making assumptions can you
put yourself in
position in win
when it is possible to win
Here is a typical case. Let's say
!.ou're Vast and partner leads the jack
ot hearts avatnst three notrump.
'South us in, with the queen and leads

contract.
To assume that South has the ace
of diamonds -- - or to ignore entirely
the question of who has the ace —
and blindly return a heart would be
giving up. It is obvious declarer will
score at least nine tricks — four
spades. two hearts(you can't he sure
who has the king) and three clubs
if you play "safe" and return a heart
It is true that West must have
somewhat more strength in diamonds than just four to the ace — he
must have at least the jack with it —
hut this is merely an extension of the
original assumption.

Tomorrow: How to deal with a damsel.
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32 Musical sounds
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LIZ THINKS
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GUIDE DOG THINK?
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34 Whichever
35 Mountain curve
36 Son of Val and
Aleta
37 Found a roost
38 Root beer treat

40 Thin strip
41 Fishing spot
44 Deli bread
46 Position of
leadership
7 Overloo
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52 Party-tray
cheese
53 Highest point
54 Rx writers org
55 District
56 Swabs
57 Craze
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'Sleeping Prophet' Cayce
life recalled by columnist

Horoscope
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Photo provided
Edgar Cayce as he appeared
as a young man
hospital he helped to open
in 1928 iii Virginia Beach,
Virginia. and then with a
Both
unis erstty he started
closed in 1931.
Cayce and his lam!),
were esen arrested in Detroit
in 1915 tor giv mg one rut
his readings to a child, and
he was convicted oh practicing medicine without a
license.
At the age til 67. he died
on January 3. 1945, and four
months later, his wile,
Gertrude lollowed Both are
buried itt flopkinsville.
There's an opportunity to
learn inuch mu ire about
Edgar Cayce,
Mc Pennyroyal Area
Museum will he hosung its
15 Annual Edgar Cayce
Hornett ivs n Seminar oil
Marsh 17 The morning
speakers are William T.
unict. .1 dlstalt relative to
Edgar •ay cc: and the Hopkinsk ille/Christian County
liqiinan who will give a
slide presentation and talk on
Edgar Cayce and his hometow n it thipkinsville Tom
1 Johnson. liwnder and
president ill rhe Heritage
store at Virginia Beach, Virginia will speak on the topic.
'it Edgar Cayce t pdated lie
ill souses. intorinanon
about Casce's holistic Hine the, arid how they are pres
tilt in mainstream health
are there will be demon
straihms and samples 01
holistic health care products
A tuir ot local Edgar Cayce
le, in
Chrislian Count
oh. hides hts burial site
will tollow the morning
speakeis lunch will he
included on this tour. In the
cs citing there will he a pertormans c ot Edgar Cayce:
•ilt 'it the Pennyroyal.
nen by local playwnght.
W as ne Goolsby at the his'
'it'. Alhambra Theatre in
doss mow n Hopkinsville. For
registration and more information contact the Pennyroy
al A Ica Museum at 270/887.12 '11 r Pennyroyal.MuseHilo. 01.111 corn.
Museum Shop is also
well snot ked with Edgar
('.,','.c related hooks and
It, std. health care products
Get up. get out and get
going'
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BIRTHDAY for
HAPPY
Thursday, March 8, 2007:
you might be
Often this yc
surprised by the ariety of your
reactions to different situations.
You also might not be sure what
needs to happen or why something does happen. You could
discover there is another perspective. Think positively and
be willing to learn and grow in
new ways. Irritability will mark
your actions if you aren't connected to your feelings. Use that
knowledge as a guide point. If
you are single, you head in a
new direction and meet a new
type of person. How nice for
you. If you are attached, relationships can sometimes be
volatile if you aren't in touch
with your feelings. Be clear
about your vulnerabilities with
your significant other. SCORPIO points to adventure.
The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:
4-Positive, 3-Average, 2-So-so;
I -Difficult
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NEW WAVE LADY RACER CLASSIC

LADY RACERS FAIL TO MAKE
UP ANY GROUND TUESDAY

1

SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times
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Lady Laker guard Beth Ross tries got pick up a loose ball as a Graves County defender reaches in to slap it away during
Tuesday's regional tournament action at the RSEC.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

LADY LAKERS KEEP SHIP AFLOAT IN FIRST REGION
TOURNAMENT WITH WIN OVER GRAVES COUNTY
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
The Calloway County Lady
Lakers' ship was sinking fast in
the latter part of Tuesday's First
Monday
Region Tournament quarterfinal
Fufton Co. 47, Mayfield 37
game against Graves County.
Marshall Co 67, Lone Oak 32
And it took practically all
Tuesday
Paducah
Tilghman 79, Hickman Co 30
hands on deck to keep their seaCalloway Co 45, Graves Co 43 a
'son afloat.
Friday
Down by 12 points with just
Fulton Co vs. Marshall 6 pm
Paducah
Tilghmanvs.
Calloway Co
three minutes left in the third
7 45 p m
quarter. the Lady Lakers
Saturday
Champoonstap game. 7p m
received key efforts from a host
of players to float past the Lady
Eagles 45-43 at the Regional the regular season. "Our kids
really stepped up in the third and
Special Events Center.
Whether it was a pair of fourth quarters.
-1 thought every kid made a
clutch 3-pointers from junior
guard Shelby Webb. the emer- key basket. 1 think our kids took
gence of eighth grader Averee that extra step. We're just so
Fields, the hustle of senior guard happy to have the chance to play
Beth Ross or the eventual game- on Friday night," he added.
For a while on Tuesday.
winning bucket by sophomore
forward Kayla Cunningham, Friday's semifinals looked like a
Calloway needed every bit of it pipe dream for the Lady Lakers,
to set up Friday's semifinal who trailed at the end of the first
against Paducah Tilghman — a two quarters of play and were
79-30 winner over Hickman swimming upstream with a douCounty in last night's first quar- ble-digit deficit late in the third
period.
terfinal.
Despite trailing the entire
CCHS and Tilghman will
meet on Friday at 745 p.m. in second quarter and facing an 18the second of two semifinal- 13 deficit at the halftime break,
round games. Marshall County Calloway was well within strikand Fulton County will face off ing distance after Cunningham
in the other semifinal at 6 p.m. converted a pair of free throws
The tournament's championship at the 6:19 mark of the third
game is scheduled for Saturday quarter cut the Graves lead to
only 22- 1 8.
at 7 p.m.
But, led by the play of senior
"This was a team effort.- said
Lady Laker head coach Scott post Jessica Doran (23 points).
Sivills of his squad's win over the Lady Eagles ripped off a 12Graves County, which had 4 run over the next three minutes
defeated Calloway twice during to take command at 34-22 on an

1st Region
Tournament
GIRLS

MICHAEL DANN/ Ledger
& Tomes

Murray State senior
catcher
Jason
Payton applies this
tag to Evansville's
Andy Pascoe in the
second
inning
Tuesday at Reagan
Field. The 'Brads
Were scheduled to
play SIU today.

SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times
Calloway County's Rachel Adams looks for her shot in the
lane against Graves County's Jessica Dorariduring the first
half of Tuesday's First Region Tournament quarterfinal game
at the RSEC.
Alysha Legate putback with
3:17 remaining.
"We got down by 12, and l
really felt Ilk( everybody in (the
RSEC) thought it was over,"
Sivills recalled. "But we kept
telling our kids to stay patient
and keep fighting."
It was the play of Fields —

an ultra-talented eighth grader
who was summoned to the varsity roster by Sivills less than a
month ago — who sparked the
Lady Lakers' comeback.
The 6-foot Fields, who finished the contest with 10 points
despite fouling out with just

Murray State sophomore Bethany Yates watches her putt
on No. 5 Tuesday at Miller Memorial Golf Course. Yates
had the best finish for the Lady Racers, shooting a twoday total of 164.
By MSU Media Relations
Murray State finished fifth
in its own Lady Racer Classic
onTuesday, when they fired a
final-round 332 to finish with a
total score of 666 at Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
The Lady Racers were two
shots better than their 334 during Monday's first round, but
they couldn't catch a hot team
from Central Arkansas, which
won the MSU event with
scores
of 316-322=638.
Tennessee Tech (653) placed
second, Butler (662) finished
third and Indiana State (664)
took home fourth place.
The Lady Racers were led
by Bethany Yates, who turned
in an eighth-place finish with
rounds of 83-81=164. Andrea
Downer finished with an 80 to
go along with a first-round 85
to finish 12th with a score of
165. Christi Baron's 8086=166 earned her a 14thplace finish. Lauren Hughes
and Megan McKinney tied for
25th. Hughes fired rounds of
86-8172, while McKinney
also had a 172 after rounds of
87-85.
MSU players Caroline
Lagerborg. Jena Lancaster and
Jessica Wilson all played as
individuals. Lagerborg started
with an 82 and finished with an
86 for a total score of 168 and
an 18th-place finish. Lancaster
finished 29th with rounds of
86-90=176. and Wilson finished 33rd with scores of 9189=180.
Murray State's next action
will be in Tampa. Fla.. at the
Northern Illinois Snowbird
Invitational.

•See CCHS,2C

Men's Golf
JACKSON, Tenn. —

The
Racers continued their strong
play with a third-place finish in
the Grover Page Classic at the
Jackson Country Club.
North Alabama was the
champion in the field of 16
teams on a course that played
to a par of 72 and 7,783 yards.
Murray State has turned in
two wins — a second and a
third — in its last four outings.
The Racers closed with a
strong 297 on Tuesday after
opening with a 303 and a 297
for a team total of 893. North
Alabama had a strong 288 to
start, and then closed with a
291 and a 289 for a total of
868. Tennessee Tech placed
second with an 883, while host
Tennessee-Martin
placed
fourth with an 894.
Mark Brant, who played the
tournament as an individual,
had the best finish of all the
Racers in the field with a
fourth-place showing after
rounds of 73-72-72=217.
Mitchell Moore and Kyle
Landrum finished in a tie for
seventh. Moore had rounds of
80-67-73=220. while Landrum
had rounds of 73-74-73. Jerry
Price placed 20th after rounds
of 77-76-74=227, while Nick
Griffin placed 30th with scores
of 77-80-73=230.
MSU's Michael Craft fired
a 76 in the first round, then
withdrew from the competition
because of death in his family.
The Racers now have four
straight top-3 finishes. They
will try to keep their string
alive in Birmingham. Ala., at
the Samford Intercollegiate on
March 12 and 13.

EVANSVILLE 19, MURRAY STATE I

Pocket full of Aces
EU POUNDS 'BREDS'PITCHING
Stan Report
Visiting Evansville pounded out
23 hits against five Murray State
pitchers during a 19-1 rout of the
Thoroughbreds during college
baseball action on Tuesday at
Reagan Field.
The Purple Aces (9-4). ranked
No. 25 in this week's Baseball
America Top 25 poll, put on an
offensive show by scoring four
runs in the second inning, two in
the fourth, seven more in the seventh and six in the eighth to hand

EN

the 'Breds their ninth loss in 10
games this season.
Evansville's offensive outburst
was highlighted by a 5-for-5 effort
at the plate from shortstop Robbie
Minor. who had two doubles, two
runs batted in and four runs scored
on the day.
Starting pitcher Tristan Facer
also got into the offensive act for
the Aces, blasting a grand slam in
the seventh inning to go along with
a double, five RBIs and two runs
scored. First baseman Kasey Wahl

Whom 2 p.m. Whore: Reopen Field

was 3-for-5 with two doubles, a
homer, two runs scored and three
RBIs.
While the Evansville offense
was rolling. Facer and two relievers
had little trouble shutting down the
Murray State offense, which produced just four hits in the game —
•See 'BREDS Page 2C
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the foul line at the 2 1911141K
But %%ebb "limed hen quid 1-pointer it the
it front at 44
11111 the Lady 1 akets bavk
1 "
1.2•101e "
41 with 1 44 lett
In the nest piissession, fields swatted alhay
Nitinea Beat hi layup attempt and (alloway picked
up the loose hall with just untie' a minute remaining
1 r'. Hg Hi Hifi out the cluck the Lady I.akers
committed a ll.stly turnover when Ross dribbled
the hall oft her loot That led to 1)iiran's drive to
the but ket whi...h induced Fields litth foul Doran
nailed both it her free throw attempts from the
stripe I uric I CUIS one List attempt to win the
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Matsuzaka
buzzes
through big
leaguers

V.

OCCURD@AR

SPONSORED BY STUART ALEXAN DER

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

PI,
ed
[hit
e

Call me today for a FREE quote.

978.0355 • 1782 HWY 12i N. BYPASS• MURRAY,KY
Krilwourroy corn

Daisuke Matsuzaka breezed
e•rnall: xtuort_citex cinder kytbins.coin
through has first outing of the
KENTUCKY PREP SCORES
year against Major leaguers, and
7th Region Playoffs
Tuesday's scores
Freddy Sanchez and Mike
Lou Assumption 56 Lou Mercy 44
By The Associated Press
at
banged-up
spring
Lou Ballard 68 Lou Christian Academy'
had/a got
PREP BASKETBALL
65
BOYS BASKETBALL
training
Lou DuPont Manual 55, Lou Moore 41
3rd Region Playoffs
Baseball's most famous
Lou Sacred Heart 58, Lou Eastern 32 •
Apollo 50, Grayson Co 38
rookie. Matsuzaka allowed two
lith Region Playoffs
Meade Co 61, Muhleriberg South 37
Carroii Co 51, Walton-Verona 29
ith the hit 1. vs'riding dos',if Cunningham hits in three scoreless innings
Muhlenberg North 58 Hancock Co 51
South Oldham 44. Anderson Co 38
Owensboro 71 Edmonson Co. 52
re...coed p.i.. horn Webb and darted toward the and struck out three Tuesday for
9th Region Playoffs
111h Region Playoffs
the Boston Red So\ Ill a 14-6
lit h,
1...here she went around a Lady Eagle
Holmes 59 Conner 56
Lou Buller 57, Huard East 43
at
Marlins
Florida
ot
rout
banked
up
the
the
la
and
gii-ahead
Newpon Central Catholic 51 Dune
home
.1,1,11,1ei
Lou Central 72. Lou Western 64
Heights 50
Lou Fairdale 70. Lou Shawnee 42
Jupiter. Fla.
oh lise Sit itIld• on the clock
10th Region Playoffs
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 54, Lou Doss
"My readiness for the season
ol,t.t.'s Jet,led (1.4 Ii ,..111 .1111110,111, putting the
Bishop Brossad 44 Nicholas co 21
47
outthis hands ot I egate whose de.peiatton 1- is dill it ult to Judge from the
Mason Co 56 George Rogers Clark 55
15th Region Playoffs
11th Region Playoffs
side," Matsuzaka said through a
!Iic rnthlt Si tie el! liartillcs.1% oft the
pooaci
Allen Central 87. Phelps 59
Len Henry Clay 61 VSOOrtiOnti Co 48
Shelby Valley 45, Betsy Layne 43
translator "Tin probably 40 to
mall, .11 Ili,. 1,1://..t
Lexington Catholic 91 Scott Co 83
GIRLS BASKETBALL
siI percent there
pa- \ht. it Inc ttp
111, Ps\ ii,i, a
12th Region Playoffs
let Region Playoffs
Before a sellout crowd of
who lett
.a1,1
East Jessamine 60 Boyle Co 58
yo III! inaiiii
Calloway Co 45, Graves Co 43
Wayne Co 73 Casey Co 49
Paducah Tilghman 79, Hickman Co 30
sf 144. including some who
\NC
ii/sU 111 a
a!lovs,o, %kith i 2 t, Oil
13th Region Playoffs
2nd Region Playoffs
begin lining tip toi tickets at 5
1,1 ,,1 1:.1111c- 11iis S it .111d Sit 11.11111 t ht1,11 .1hIC
Clay Co 79. Barbourville 31
Henderson Co 64. Lyon Co 35
fastball
a
threw
Slatsuzaka
liii
11Cd it Olt, little
11111,
Rid
11 it otri
11111,
Whitey Co 65 Cawood 44
64
Hopkins
Madisonville-North
14th Region Playoffs
that topped out ,a brisk 151 - -Unryersity Heights 31
Breathitt Co 87 Powell Co 58
4th Region Playoffs
that s kilrimeters per hiair.as
Leslie Co 58 Knott Co Central 52
Barren Co 53, Cumberland Co 51
measured by Japanese TV. It
15th Region Playoffs
Franklon-SanpsOn 60, Greenwood 47
translates to 94 mph
Magothn Co 78 East Ridge 49
5th Region Playoffs
16th Region Playoffs
Bethlehem 62 Manon Co 59
lies dehnitels gin the abutAshland Blazer 45 West Carter 36
Elizabethtown 59 Hart Co 50
ii be a dominant pitcher...
Russell 56 Rowan Co 38
Florida's Dan I .ggla said. "Ile's
got the stun. he's got the command Be has thine it in Japan.
huh there's no reasiiit he couldn't LIII It Ilene -Honda learned right-hander
Wade Kapteyn (2-1) picked .
From Page 1C
Josh Johnson has an irritated
up the pitching win in relief for
'atrial- nerve thu likely Ain force three of which came in the final
the Aces, allowing one run on
him to miss al least the first two four innings.
hits while striking out six
three
Months if the season. Johnson
The 'Breds were held hitless
and walking one in four innings
before
hurl
he
while
his
innings
atm hist
said
for the first 4-2/3
of work.
was lobbing a hall Jail 19
freshman left fielder Chad
Starter Jon Newton 40-11
If it was ieal bad. 1.d proba- Allen's two-out double in the
the loss for Murray State,
took
hlv he out tot 1,411 111011111S.- he fifth. Daniel Miller, Matt Scheer
allowing four runs on five hits
,..11(1 • II s good to knov. e‘acilt, .and Justin Yount' had the other
while striking out three and
%S hill it Is
three hits for livISU.
walking four in three innings.
.\t Bradenton. Fla.. Sanchez
Murray Unally got on the
The 'Breds were scheduled to
.phoned a ligament in his right scoreboard in the bottom of the
regional rival Southern
host
knee and lelt the Pittsburgh eighth. when Scheer reached on
Illinois today at 2 p.m. at
Pirates II-10. 10-mning loss to an infield single and later sc,ored
Reagan Field.
the Philadelphia Millie,
on a wild pitch.
he NI. batting champion
was mimed is heiu Philtidelphia's
Rod Hat alas slid into his knee as
he u.as turning a double plo, at
sit...rid base in the fourth inning
-*V tesa .howeil a mild sprain ot
'4,,L; I I 'ANNE
I ut., 5 l',n ,ras
tht• medial tollateral ligament.
up the floor Against the defense of Calloway
"As ii1 right ni iN4. it just feels
over the Lady Eagles on like .1 bruise iit something like
Mat.- '''iant.'he, said

•'Breds

• tves Count.; guard Keshra Stinks heads
,•)ty 1-:nin Butts during tr 4 Lact‘i Lake--;
•

RSF C

UK trustees doubt
they'll weigh in on
basketball coach

Lofton named SEC Player of Year
KI \\UM

I'IS

kCIIIN(;
111 1RI)

I.,

I,
' II

AP

Ter,
essee s Chris Lofton was named Southeastern Conference Player of the Year Tuesday.
said "I think that speaks io•-why
the regular \CAsi itt h' ii IttflitiC
Luu.,1
1 ‘1.111,•li 1.1f
he's player of the year
telt se‘itri id Its List C9:11(
18111..81,1 I kind
Itilton gave a special shout11c
Ii,
•I to 1,1,1
out to trainer Chad Newman "for
Vii a etc 4.0111pcilti‘c
5 Anti %it \
' ti
but Ga. t. 0041111 u111 putting in a hit of extra hours.
( lifts
Si hill'
ur•int I
coming back early in the morning
141t111 1111 hit11,-• ,iLich finite Pearl
0,1
,
I 0111,11 %44.1, sillehnell, hilt ,10
and late at night" to treat the sore
ankle
"I spent a lot of hours with
hum espet tally dunng the first
Lofton said from
week.."
kno“ille. Tenn. "I basically
wed here
totii itt t reared riser options
&R ing to the basket, instead
ot just settling tor 3-pointers.
-1.111 really happy for him
bet JUNC when you're hardest
working player is also your best
Lawn Tractor
Mower
player. it really bodes well for
0.4=rr • 42 inc.
Si mi team." Pearl said. "He is just
difleirnce-maker"
Kennedy made a big difference in his first year at Ole Miss.
transforming the Rebels from
plodding defensive stoppers to a
fast-paced
team that loves to run
SUPPLY COMPANY
on offense and shut down oppoI\
r.70 sorcproli tem)one isplors-,(vow- Inc.
nents vs ith traps and presses.
Voted Calloway County s
200-206 E Maul• Murray. KY • 20 753-3361
Store
Fayorlte
Hardware
p.m.
NM ME 7- S p.m. Sat 7-4

We have the mower you need at at great price!

Zero Turn Riding

s1 695"

;di

Stimerm Cy s Levier 4ouitesaii.
ON* *my,vow Since res5
Oweefy Pm/NM dind

Swim Par Ilorosno
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LEXINGTON, Ky. (API
members of the
Se‘eral
University of Kentucky's Board
Trustees expressed reluctance
uesday to wade into any decision about the future of head
haskethall coach Tubby Smith.
James
chairman
Board
liardymon said the matter
should be left to Athletics
Director Mitch Barnhart and the
school's athletics board. He said
the trustees, however, are generally opposed to big contract
buyouts -- and Smith could be
owed around $.4 million if his
employment were terminated.
"The board is a big fan of
honoring contracts," Hardymon
said. "With our organization of
12,000 employees, the board
would be crazy to get involved
in any one thing like that."
Smith is in his 10th season
coaching the Wildcats. While
the team's 20-10 record almost
certainly will fetch an NCAA
tournament berth, college basketball's winningest all-time
team has failed to make the
Final Four since its national
championship run in 1998.
Smith's first season.
Last week, Barnhart heightened speculation about Smith's
a statement
with
future
acknowledging fans' disappointment but urging them against
making any evaluations until
after the postseason tournaments. University President Lee
Todd said in an interview he
thought the statement was
appropriate.
"I don't like to predict the
future." Todd said."I'm going to
let Mitch-he is the professional in this area, working with
Tubby - come up with a recommendation for me at the end
of the season. We do it every
year. We always evaluate every
year. I think the fans just need to
hang in there with us."
The Board of Trustees met
Tuesday. but didn't discuss
Smith. Of the six trustees interviewed by The Associated Press
after the meeting, only Billy
Wilcoxson predicted the trustees
would get involved in a decision
about Smith.
we
sure
will."
"I'm
Wilcoxson said, but didn't elaborate.
Russ
Williams
Trustee
declined to say whether he
backed Smith but insisted it not

be a matter for the board.
-I assure you I wouldn•t have .
a thing to say about that,'
Williams said. "That's an athletics department issue that would
not require board action...
Smith's strongest support.,
came from trustees Erwin
Roberts and Jonah Brown, a student on the board. Both said the .
trustees shouldn't get involved
hut that they personally believe
Smith should stay.
-Coach Smith has proved
himself beyond measure."
Brown said. "There's no reason ,
for the board to have any
involvement. Teams have good
and bad seasons. This team has
still had a pretty good season. It
wouldn't be anything I would
support.''
Another trustee, Jeffrey
Dembo. said he hasn't sensed
any push by the board to weigh
in.
"I don't think it nscs to the
eAtent of board involvement,'
Dembo said. "It involves man- •
agement decisii ins. not policy
decisions
Kentuekv laces Alabama
Thursday in the first round of
the Southeastern Conference
tournament.

TIMMY'S UMW SPONSORED NY:

Lindy Suitor
imp(aim arena Aoricr
To yr. on rev to inswanc•
.-onloci 1007•4
SOS &tie St. • 753-5042

TV, radio
TODAY
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN - Big East Conference first
round. learns TBA. am New York
ESPN2- Northeast Conference,
championship game, teams and site
TBA
0 p.m
ESPH - Bog East conference first
round. Warns TBA. at New York
ESPN2 &GSA)! Conference. chain-.
pimiento game teams TBA. at Ogden.
Uten
FSN -Parthc-*0 Cordererce first
round. teems TBA. at Los Angeles
10:30 p.m.
•
FSN - Baldric-10 conference fest
round, teems TBA. at LOS Angeles
SOCCER
1:30 p.m.
ESPN2- Playoffs. UEFA Champions
UNigue, Iffflh finals. leg 2. Manchester
United FC vs Lila ON. al Manchester
England
4 p.m.
ESPN CLASSIC - Pieyoffs. UEFA
Champions League, 1/81h Male. lag 2.*
liman Munch ye Real Madrid CF. at
Munich. Germsny tsarm-dey tops)
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Figuring out the financial aid formula
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areas of financial
Whatever the family's
also be helpful to upperplanning are more complicat- share, the rest — for over
income families.
ed for parents than ensuring
one-half of all undergraduate
— Scholarships from a
that their children will have
students — conies from
large variety of organizations
enough money to pay for
financial aid:
ranging the alphabet from
tuition,
— Federal programs,
the American Legion to the
room,
which provide two-thirds of
YMCA. A great Web site for
board,
all student financial aid
scholarship is
books,
through (a) grants, such as
www.fastweb.com.
transporta- Pell grants, that are based
Not knowing years earlier
tion and
on need, cost of attendance,
what loan and grant possibilother
and enrollment status, and
ities are likely to be, it is
related
(b) direct or guaranteed
essential for parents to start
expenses.
loans, such as Stafford loans, early to accumulate the famiBut the
on which interest may be
ly's share — after determinpayoff—
deferred until graduation and
ing whether tax law would
the likelimay be deductible from taxmake accounts' ownership by
Financial
hood that
able income up to $2,500
the child, parents, or other
a good
annually. The Free Applicarelatives more advantageous.
Times
tion fr Federal Student Aid
By Marls Vinson college
Aside from conventional
(FAFSA) is a great place to
Vice President of education
taxable and tax-exempt
will
start: www.fafsa.ed.gov.
investments, there are special
Hentage
expand
— Loans and grants from
tax-sheltered vehicles, such
Solutions
their chiluniversities and colleges.
as 529 Plans and Coverdell
dren's
While most of their aid is
Education Savings Accounts
opportunities to enjoy gratiin the form of loans, grants
(ESAsi. To learn more about
fying careers and higher life- account for a growing share.
all of your options, visit
time incomes—is worth plan- Some base their aid on merit www.savingforcollegc.com.
ning for.
as well as need, which may
: What makes the task so
complicated is that, on the
average, college bills have
been rising—and continue to
rise—faster than after-tax
personal income. Even more
challenging, especially when
college is still years away, is
the uncertainty inherent in
the never-ending kaleidoscopic changes among government and college financial
aid programs and relevant
federal and state income tax
provisions—not to mention
lower real after-tax returns
on savings and investments.
Parents unable or unwilling to plan until a child is a
high school junior may have
to contend with less uncertainty, but, deprived of the
prospects of many years of
even average returns on their
savings and investments, they
have the disadvantage of
having to cough up a lot of
money out of assets and current income in a short time.
Those who start as soon
as a baby is brought home
from the hospital may maximize the benefits of compounding interest or equity
returns—even if only at
lower rates —over at least
18 years, but they are ains-ing at unknowable targets
which even skilled financial
planners can't forecast with
certainty. Among them: Will
the baby grow up to be a
scratch's win to
DOUBLE
prospect for Harvard—with
its high costs—a community
your total coupon amountt
college, or a vocational
school?
In the face of all the
unknowns the best that parents and planners can do is
start with what is known-such as the year in which
the child is expected to start
college—and split the others
between the likely and the
unlikely. The year provides
not only the probable period
for accumulating asset to
meet college expenses, but
also the probability and
extent of other liabilities,
StartinWlb
including retirement.
In planning the financing
of a child's college educaSin
tion, it may be helpful for
parents to know how the
share of the total cost that
they may be required to pay
will be determined by the
child's school on the basis
of:
— What they estimate,
when tilling out the federal
student aid form, to be their
"expected family contribution" (EFC), subsequently
converted into an "official"
EFC.
— What the school calculates to be the amount that
the family is expected to
pay and the amount of federal student aid for which
the family is eligible, based
on school policies as well as
federal law. The calculation
takes into consideration more
than easily predictable things
such as parents' compensation and assets. For example:
• Whether a family has
other children who will be
going to college—helpful to
wealthy as well as poor
families;
, • Whether a child is
admitted to a hitth-cost private university or a state
college;
• Assets in the child's
name, which may reduce
fiiancial aid eligibility.

Photo provided

REPRESENTATIVE PAGE: Taylor Schaaf, a sixth-grade student at Murray Middle School,
served as a Legislative Page for State Representative Melvin Henley in the Kentucky General
Assembly recently. Pictured are Mike Schaaf, State Rep. Henley, Schaaf and Shanda Schaal.
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The All New 2007 Chevy
Silverado has Arrived At
Peppers Chevrolet In Paris.
West Tennessee

March
Madness Is
Here! ea

All New '07 Chevy
415)Silverado
2WD Reg. Cab WiT

SW oc.T7L)y4

MSRP
Peppers Dist

Stk /0T7583
-Air Conditioning

1 8 L V-8 Engine
,
•
-Automatic Transmission
-Locking Rear Differential
•Cruise Control

AM/FM/CD
40/20i40 Cloth Seats

AS

O

2007 Dodge 1500 Quad SLT 2WD

Stk #G17504
•LT1 Equipment Group
•Power Locks & Windows
.Towing Package
•4 8L V8 Engine

14
'

St4

7 Passenger Seating
Sale
Price
•*,, •

$22090
2,217
3,000

Stk OG17493
▪ S Package
.4 8 L V-8 Engine
.17 in Chrome Steel Wheels
Towing Package
-Cruise Control

96373*

r.

Da

Cr

rl-r•sOr ,irDOraimx1

'1

C•-•ORVIIIt SVS

$27,734
-2,656

MSRP
Peppers Disc

25,078
Trade Assistance
Farm Bureau Member Roble

-1,180 **
-WI"'

578*

MSRP
Peppers Disc

$28,1160
-2,535

26,325
Trade Assistance
Farm Bureau Member Relate
Sale Price

- 1,000 •'
-500 *••

'24 825*
5

"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."

"Whatever it takes, we want to be our car or truck corn an ."

PEPPEA4f
UNE Weed St •Pam

17,359*

OW a/ marttAact.wrs &ales C*Writ to Wow exar•ow 664 SC Occ is
'Bnc••ma to We 6 •••se
tl•os64 dustaae pax/.ant,
natio*,
"Tyco kwatoce avaable 64anterors Indreg r a 564, wtes who.Owe a IOWr pLettowe Iwo
&Am 'or * ea* X clays Farm
"F am Saes, WM.&Wade tot a.artews rhc twee Wee a mord,' F
R•rn CM
DorpOlv •W art, Jew prtvalle
&ow rettale s
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'rile ant verse addsbor,ai Rebates (ledluCled $64 50 do( fee ficludec
,
,rposers '.;n4o Or'rYSier JeepM ind Dodge are recesteree

Discuonsr

- 1,111 '•
-510 ••

Ell pi Pt-PPt;ecc

Jeep

Peppers Special pring
Sale Price on All
Vehicles In Stock!

Best Selection
Ever!
See Us at
Peppers Toyota
Today!
Disclaimer • Price includes doc fee of $64 50, taxes title and license are additional
All APRs are with approved Toyota Financial Services Credit
Photos for illustration purposes only
"Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company."
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tin Mfiam GO,
www peppersautomolive com
Na 5. a
1 BOO 325.32294, 731 642 3900 Sal
24201 Wood SI Pans IN

1424061•1-1111.446-u1s

1, veil!! at

Get Zero Percent
Financing* on New '07
Sienna Mini Vans, New '07
Highlanders, New '07
4Runners for 36 Months.
Factory
Rebates on
Corollas, Tacomas,
Sequoias
and More.

) All New '07 Chevy
45
Silverado 2WD Crew Cab

(7 2007 Chrysler Town & Country

3

Sale Price

Sale Price $23

-XM Radio

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg Rebate

Trade Assistance
Firm Bureau Member Rebate

All New '07 Chevy
Silverado 2WD Ext. Cab

;11A frt_
46
$30,320
-4,478
- 5,000

$20,401
-1,631

18 859

4
11.
...-•
111,
110

$22025
3,189
5,000

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mtg Rebate

'

Eistres
3-1347

dp 2007 Dodge Durango SXT 2WD

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Mfg Rebate

of Gold
rl'ot
g's*
ar///qd
7

www.peppersautomottve.com
24201 Wood SI Parts TN - 1 *00325-3229•131-642-3900

.

ft,• $4 lxx
5y,

sat lam

Peers Automotive Pre-owned Specials
2005 Buick Lacrosse

1998 Cadillac Deville
65,000 Miles, Leather,
CD, Chrome Wheels.
Stk. #G7076B

2006 Chevrolet Cobalt LT
29,000 Miles, CD, TIC,
Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P6328

39,000 Miles, On Star,
TIC, CD.
Stk. #P6355

113,795*

13,886'
2005 Chevrolet Silverado Z71

2002 Chevrolet
5-10 IS 4x4

4x4, 23,000 Miles,
Ext. Cab.
Stk. #GT7547A

2005 Mertuty Mariner Premier
15,000 Miles, V-6, 4WD,
Leather, Loaded.
Stk. #P6352

50.000 Miles, TIC, CD. PW/PL.
Stk. #GT7565A

99,894'
2004 Lincoln IS

2000 Ford Focus SE

31K Miles, V8, Chrome
Wheels, Loaded.
Stk. #P6373

58,000 Miles, Alloy
Wheels, 5 Speed.
Stk. #CT7133A

21,983*
1999 Ford Crown Victoria

2006 Chrysler 300
24,000 Miles, Hemi,
Chrome Wheels,
Leather. Stk. #P6372

.. 44
,
'is.

2006 Chevrolet HHR LT
7
4h-;

98,000 Miles.
Stk. #P6306A

;

10,000 Miles, Chrome
Wheels, Leather,
Loaded. Stk. #P6331

4
.4
7

'7,987'
2004 Lexus RX 330

2003 Dodge Durango SLT

'18,478'
2006 Toyota Highlander Hybrid
Met

1410111r-

38,000 Miles, Leather,
Loaded.
Stk. #P6350

75,000 Miles, Alloy
Wheels, Leather.
Stk. #TC7511A

'13,949'

041rr-

:or

.
P

29,995'

4wd-i, 33,000 Miles,
Moon Roof, 3rd Row
Seating. Stk. #TT7542A

27,485*

'ENsclairriet AN prices plus tax Dee and lecense ackirbonal 1,841 50 doc lee included
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2400 E Wood St. • Paris • 642-5661 • 1-800-748-8816
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